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1 Safety Precautions
Topics Covered in this Chapter

▪ Safety Guidelines
▪ Cautionary Symbol Definitions
▪ Safety Cautions
▪ Safety Decals
▪ Safety Sign-off Sheet

Safety Guidelines
Safety guidelines are general-to-specific safety rules that must be followed at all times. This manual is
written to help you understand safe operating procedures and problems that can be encountered by the
operator and other personnel when using this equipment. Read and save these instructions.

As owner or operator, you are responsible for understanding the requirements, hazards, and precautions
that exist and to inform others as required. Unqualified persons must stay out of the work area at all
times.

Alterations must not be made to the equipment. Alterations can produce dangerous situations resulting in
SERIOUS INJURYor DEATH.

This equipment must be installed in accordance with the current installation codes and applicable regula-
tions, which must be carefully followed in all cases. Authorities having jurisdiction must be consulted
before installations are made.

When necessary, you must consider the installation location relative to electrical, fuel and water utilities.

Personnel operating or working around equipment must read this manual. This manual must be delivered
with equipment to its owner. Failure to read this manual and its safety instructions is a misuse of the
equipment.

ST-0001–4
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Chapter 1: Safety Precautions

Cautionary Symbol Definitions
Cautionary symbols appear in this manual and on product decals. The symbols alert the user of potential
safety hazards, prohibited activities and mandatory actions. To help you recognize this information, we
use the symbols that are defined below.

Table 1-1 Description of the different cautionary symbols

Symbol Description

This symbol indicates an imminently hazardous situation which, if
not avoided, will result in serious injury or death.

This symbol indicates a potentially hazardous situation which, if not
avoided, can result in serious injury or death.

This symbol indicates a potentially hazardous situation which, if not
avoided, can result in minor or moderate injury.

This symbol is used to address practices not related to personal
injury.

This symbol indicates a general hazard.

This symbol indicates a prohibited activity.

This symbol indicates a mandatory action.

ST-0005–2
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Chapter 1: Safety Precautions

Safety Cautions
Use Personal Protective Equipment

• Use appropriate personal protective equipment:

Eye
Protection

Respiratory
Protection

Foot
Protection

Hearing
Protection

Head
Protection

Fall
Protection

Hand
Protection

• Wear clothing appropriate to the job.

• Remove all jewelry.

• Tie long hair up and back.
ST-0004–1

Follow Safety Instructions

• Warning: If the information in the manual is not followed
exactly, a fire or explosion can result, causing property
damage, personal injury or loss of life.

• Carefully read all safety messages in this manual and safety
signs on your machine. Keep signs in good condition.
Replace missing or damaged safety signs. Be sure new
equipment components and repair parts include the current
safety signs. Replacement safety signs are available from
the manufacturer.

• Learn how to operate the machine and how to use controls
properly. Do not let anyone operate without instruction.

• If you do not understand any part of this manual or need
assistance, contact your dealer.

• Retain these instructions for future reference.
ST-0025–3
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Chapter 1: Safety Precautions

Unload the Bin Correctly

• Use CENTER FLOOR OUTLET ONLY until NO grain
remains above this outlet.

• Side floor outlets to be used ONLY when above condition
is satisfied.

• Lock all side floor outlets to avoid accidental premature
use.

• See manufacturers instructions for proper use of factory
supplied sidedraw (wall) discharge systems.

ST-0060–1

Install and Operate Electrical Equipment Properly

• Electrical controls must be installed by a qualified electrician
and must meet the standards set by applicable local codes
(National Electrical Code for the US, Canadian Electric
Code, or EN60204 along with applicable European Direc-
tives for Europe).

• Lock-out power source before making adjustments, cleaning,
or maintaining equipment.

• Make sure all equipment is properly grounded.
ST-0027–4

Sharp Edge Hazard

• This product has sharp edges, which can cause serious
injury.

• To avoid injury, handle sharp edges with caution and always
use proper protective clothing and equipment.

ST-0036–2

Stay Clear of Hoisted Equipment

• Always use proper lifting or hoisting equipment when assem-
bling or disassembling equipment

• Do not walk or stand under hoisted equipment.

• Always use sturdy and stable supports when needed for
installation. Not following these safety precautions creates
the risk of falling equipment, which can crush personnel and
cause serious injury or death.

ST-0047–1
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Chapter 1: Safety Precautions

For Your Safety

• If you smell gas:

— Do not try to light any appliance.

— Extinguish any open flames.

— Do not touch any electrical switch.

— Immediately call your gas supplier. Follow the gas suppli-
er’s instructions.

— If you cannot reach your gas supplier, call the fire
department.

• The use and storage of gasoline and other flammable vapors
and liquids in open containers in the vicinity of this appliance
is hazardous.

• Improper installation, adjustment, alteration, service or main-
tenance can cause property damage, injury or death. Read
the installation, operating and maintenance instructions thor-
oughly before installing or servicing this equipment. Installa-
tion and service must be performed by a qualified installer,
service agency or the gas supplier.

ST-0024–1

Install and Operate Gas-Fired Equipment Properly

• Gas-fired equipment should be installed by a qualified pipe
fitter and must conform with local codes.

• For Canada: The equipment shall be installed in accordance
with the Natural Gas and Propane Installation Code, CSA
B149.1, or the Propane Storage and Handling Code, CSA
B149.2, or applicable provincial regulations, which should be
carefully followed in all cases. Authorities having jurisdiction
should be consulted before installations are made.

• For the United States: The equipment shall be installed in
accordance with the National Fuel Gas Code ANSI Z223.1/
NFPA 54.

ST-0016–2
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Chapter 1: Safety Precautions

Handle and Use Equipment Properly

• Equipment is intended for the use of grain drying only. Any
other use is a misuse of this equipment.

• The operating instructions in this manual pertain to the
common cereal grains as indicated. When drying any other
grain, contact GSI for additional recommendations.

• On LP fired units, set pressure regulator to avoid excessive
gas pressure applied to the burner during ignition and opera-
tion. Do not exceed maximum recommended drying
temperatures.

• Equipment has sharp edges that can cause serious injury. To
avoid injury, handle sharp edges with caution and use proper
protective clothing and equipment at all times.

• All guards must be in place before and during operation.
Images of guards removed in this manual are for illustration
purposes only.

• Use caution when working around high-speed fans, gas
burners, augers and auxiliary conveyors which can start
automatically.

• Keep hands, feet, and clothing away from moving parts.

• Do not bypass any safety device or interlock.

• Do not enter the dryer or bin while it is operating.

• Do not operate in an area where combustible material will be
drawn into the dryer.

ST-0029–2

Store Bin Sheets Properly

• Sidewall bundles or sheets must be stored in a safe manner.
The safest method of storing sidewall bundles is by laying
them horizontally with the arch of the sheet upward, like a
dome.

• Sidewall sheets stored on edge must be secured so that
they cannot fall over and cause injury.

• Use care when handling and moving sidewall bundles.
ST-0058–2
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Chapter 1: Safety Precautions

Maintain Equipment and Work Area

• Understand service procedures before doing work.

• Keep area clean and dry.

• Do not service equipment while it is operating. Disconnect
and lock-out power and fuel supply before entering equip-
ment or before performing maintenance.

• Keep your equipment in proper working condition. Replace
worn or broken parts immediately.

• Depressurize the fuel train before disassembling for service.

• Allow the fan to operate for 20 minutes with the burner off to
purge products of combustion and to cool the components
before entering.

• Check regularly for any developing gas plumbing leaks. Do
not operate the dryer if any gas leak is detected. Shut down
and repair before further operation.

ST-0030–2

Install and Operate Equipment Properly

• Make sure grain chutes are empty by performing a manual
dump before entering the bin.

• Before attempting to remove and reinstall the fan blade, con-
tact GSI for the recommended procedure.

ST-0031–2

Do Not Overfill TopDry

• Do not overfill TopDry. Stored grain must be no higher than
the heater duct opening.

• Filling the bin above this point will cause a blockage of the
ducts.

ST-0062–1
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Chapter 1: Safety Precautions

Exercise Caution When Drying Flammable Grains

• Be aware that some grains are highly flammable including,
but not limited to, rapeseed, canola, linseed, sunflower and
milo.

• All grain and seed must be whole (minimal cracking or crush-
ing), clean, and dust free before drying.

• Avoid dust and chaff from being drawn into the fan and
heater.

• To reduce risk of fire, keep the fan, heater, drying plenum,
and ducts clean at all times.

• In the event of a fire (or suspected fire):

1. Shut down the entire dryer.

2. Turn off the fuel at the tank or supply valve.

3. Shut off and lock electrical power.

4. Evacuate the area.

5. Call the fire department.
ST-0032–1

Rotating Auger Hazard

• Keep clear of rotating augers and
moving parts.

• Do not remove or modify guards or
covers.

• Lock-out power source before making
adjustments, cleaning, or maintaining
equipment.

• Failure to follow these precautions will
result in serious injury or death.

ST-0037–1
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Chapter 1: Safety Precautions

Confined Space Hazards and Entry Procedures

• Note that the interior of this equipment is considered a con-
fined space. Maintenance of this equipment can require
access to the confined space.

• Access doors must be shut and locked except when access
is required.

• Doors giving access to dangerous equipment must be safety
interlocked.

• The following entry procedures must be followed:

— Be aware of all possible hazards present inside the con-
fined space and wear personal protective equipment
(PPE) as needed.

— Complete a permit to work and follow all permit required
confined space entry procedures defined by the site
manager.

— Make sure that the area has been purged of any hazard-
ous products or gases. Check the atmosphere for harm-
ful gases or vapors with a suitable gas analyzer and
make sure levels are safe before entering.

— Do not smoke or use naked flames.

— Lock out and tag out power supplies and fuel supplies to
all equipment.

— Do not work alone. Work in teams of at least three so
that help is immediately available in the event of an
emergency.

— Confirm that all personnel have safely exited the equip-
ment and tools have been recovered once work is
complete.

ST-0055–1
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Chapter 1: Safety Precautions

Fall Hazard

• Ladders, stairways and platforms are for use by competent
and trained personnel only. Do not allow children or other
unauthorized persons to have access to the equipment.

• Access to the equipment must be restricted by the use of
security fencing and lockable gates.

• Lower sections of ladders must be fitted with a lockable
safety gate to prevent unauthorized access.

• Make sure that hot surfaces have had adequate time to cool
before working on or in the equipment.

• Lock out and tag out power supplies and fuel supplies to all
equipment.

• Do not attach lifting equipment to ladders or platforms.

• Do not go outside of the safety rails provided on elevated
platforms.

• Do not work at heights during high winds, rain, snow, or ice
storms.

ST-0056–1

Prevent Roof Damage Due to Vacuum Pressure

• Roof damage can result from excessive vacuum or internal
pressure from fans or other air moving systems. The manu-
facturer does not warrant this type of roof damage.

• Adequate ventilation or “makeup air” devices must be pro-
vided for all powered air handling systems.

• The manufacturer does not recommend the use of down-
ward flow systems (suction).

• Severe roof damage can result from any blockage of air
passages.

• Operating fans during high humidity or cold weather condi-
tions can cause air exhaust or intake ports to freeze.

ST-0028–2
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Chapter 1: Safety Precautions

Safety Decals
The safety decals on your equipment are safety indicators which must be carefully read and understood
by all personnel involved in the installation, operation, service and maintenance of the equipment.

Location Decal No. Decal Description

Control Box DC-889 Danger: High Voltage

Chute Control
(Autoflow Only) DC-1945 Warning: Moving Parts

Chute Control
(Autoflow Only) DC-1948 Danger: High Voltage

Above access
door on heater

housing.
DC-1718 Caution: Grain Damage

Above access
door on heater

housing.
DC-1702 Notice: Use Thermostat

Above access
door on heater

housing.
DC-1559

Warning: Sharp Edges
Warning: Flame and

Pressure
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Chapter 1: Safety Precautions

Location Decal No. Decal Description

Control Box DC-1224 Danger: High Voltage

Control Box DC-1165 Danger: High Voltage

Located on duct
access doors. DC-973

Danger: Automatic
Equipment

Located next to
aeration system. DC-969 Caution: Vacuum Pressure
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Chapter 1: Safety Precautions

Location Decal No. Decal Description

On bin door
covers. DC-GBC-1A

Danger: Keep Clear of
Augers

On bin door
covers. DC-GBC-2A Warning: Unload

Instructions

To replace a damaged or missing decal, contact us to receive a free replacement.

GSI Decals

1004 E. Illinois St.
Assumption, IL 62510
Tel: 1-217-226-4421
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Chapter 1: Safety Precautions

Safety Sign-off Sheet
Below is a sign-off sheet that can be used to verify that all personnel have read and understood the safety
instructions. This sign-off sheet is provided for your convenience and personal record keeping.

Date Employee Name Supervisor Name

ST-0007
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2 General Overview
Topics Covered in this Chapter

▪ General Information
▪ Tools Required for Construction
▪ Guidelines for Proper Storage of Grain Bin Materials Prior to Construction
▪ Guidelines for Construction Procedures and Lifting Jack Usage
▪ Location of TopDry Components and Accessories

General Information
General information, overview and instructions needed before performing work.

Read this manual carefully. This manual will provide instructions on building the sidewall and stiffeners.
You will also need to consult other instructions in building the bin.

These include, but may not be limited to:

• A stiffener and sidewall gauge layout chart. If such a chart is not included with this manual, contact
GSI.

• Roof instructions must be followed. Roof instructions are included in this manual.

• Ladders, roof stairs, roof handrails and other products are covered by separate instruction manuals.
Consult the appropriate accessory manual. Inside ladder instructions are included in this manual.

• Aeration systems and transitions are to be installed according to the instructions provided with the
system or transition.

• It is critical that the anchor bolts are installed and spaced correctly.

Tools Required for Construction
General tools needed to perform this construction:

• Combination wrench set 7/16 in. to 1 in.

• Alignment punches 12 in. long

• 1/2 in. Drive socket set and ratchet

• Nail aprons or tool pouches to hold supplies

• Gloves for hand protection

• Tape measure

• 1/2 in. Drive electric or pneumatic torque gun with variable impact capabilities

• 1/2 in. Drive impact socket set

• Lifting jacks
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Chapter 2: General Overview

• Center pole roof support

• Step ladders

• Large C-clamp or welding V-grip for clamping

NOTE: Quantities required will depend on the number of workers and size of the bin.

Guidelines for Proper Storage of Grain Bin Materials Prior to
Construction
Storage of the build materials prior to construction is important. Do not to allow moisture to remain
between sheets or panels.

Wet storage stain (rust) will develop when closely packed bundles of galvanized material, such as
sidewall and roof sheets, have moisture present. Inspect roof and sidewall bundles on arrival for any
moisture. If moisture is present, it must not be allowed to remain between the sheets. Separate the
sheets or panels immediately and wipe them down. Spray with a light oil or diesel fuel.

If possible, sidewall bundles, roof sheets and other closely packed galvanized materials must be stored in
a dry, climate controlled building. If outdoor storage is unavoidable, the materials must be stored so that
they are raised above the ground and vegetation. Any stacking and spacing materials must not be
corrosive or wet. Be sure to protect materials from the weather, but permit air movement around the
bundles if possible.

Storing roof bundles and sidewall sheets at a slight incline can also help minimize the presence of
moisture. Storing the bundles with the center of the dome up (like an arch) is one option for minimizing
moisture during storage. Sidewall bundles can also be stored on edge but must be secured so that they
do not fall over and cause injury.

If “white rust” or “wet storage stain” occurs, contact the manufacturer immediately about ways to minimize
the adverse effect upon the galvanized coating.

Guidelines for Construction Procedures and Lifting Jack Usage
The following procedure is a guideline when using a lifting jack. Follow this general guideline when lifting
the bin as sidewall sheets are being installed.

IMPORTANT: Begin building with the bin oriented for doors and material handling equipment to be in the
correct position when bin construction is complete.

1. Consider the starting location of the bin, relative to the location of the doors and other accessories.
Proper placement of lifting jacks in relationship to anchor bolts could make a difference in final
locations. Note that the sidewall sheets will be staggered.

2. The bin is lifted by the use of lifting jacks. Lifting jacks are used to slowly and evenly lift the bin
during construction. Lifting jacks must be properly sized and designed to carry all loads and job site
conditions associated with the construction of the bin.

The number of lifting jacks required is best determined by personal experience and expertise.
Factors such as bin size, jack design, construction conditions, support surface, etc., are all to be
considered when deciding how many to use. If in doubt, use one jack on every sheet. The lifting jack
must be adequate to carry all loads. Heavy duty jacks, generally hydraulic or electric powered in the
case of large bins, must be used for commercial installation. All jacks must be secured with braces
or otherwise maintained in a stable condition.

Lifting of the bins must not be done under windy conditions.
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Chapter 2: General Overview

Follow the jack manufacturers recommendations on capacity and operations.

3. Lifting brackets must be attached through the stiffener bolt holes. Normally you will need to attach to
at least four (4) bolts per stiffener.

4. Raise the bin just high enough to assemble the next ring. When lifting the bin, all jacks must lift at
an equal rate. Monitor the lift to ensure even lifting is occurring.

5. To the inside of the first ring, bolt the next ring. Be sure to stagger the sheets and select the proper
gauge material.

6. Lower the bin onto the foundation after assembling and tightening bolts on the new ring or rings.

7. Attach stiffeners to the body sheets every two tiers (on the external surface of the bin). You may
want to leave sheets loose to make the attachment of the stiffeners easier.

8. Now re-bolt the lifting brackets to the lowest ring in place thus far. Continue ring additions by
repeating Step 5 and Step 6.

9. Add inside and outside ladders as you continue to raise the bin. (Refer to the manual supplied with
the ladders and platforms.)

10.Add platforms as you raise the bin. (Refer to the manual supplied with the ladders and platforms.)

11.Lower the bin and secure to the foundation before leaving the job site.

12.At the completion of the bin, set stiffeners over the anchor bolts and measure the bin to ensure it is
in a round condition. Consult with GSI for questions on tolerances.

NOTE: For 2 ring doors or vehicle traffic doors, special placement issues may apply. Consult the special
instructions provided with two ring doors or vehicle traffic doors for these options.

Figure 2-1 Lifting jack bracket installation

A Lifting jack bracket
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Chapter 2: General Overview

Location of TopDry Components and Accessories
Use the following as a suggested guideline for placing the TopDry components and accessories.

When locating the manway, make sure that the outside ladder will not interfere with other accessories
below. Roof vents must be spaced evenly around the roof. (Quantity will vary with individual systems.)

IMPORTANT: 1. Items (I), (K), (M) and (O) must be in this location between the first two stiffeners to the
right of the fan for proper operation.
2. Items (I), (K) and (M) must be at platform or an optional ladder and platform will be
required.
3. Aeration fan must not be placed within 90° of a fan or burner.
4. Storage chamber rotary switch must be mounted 3 ft. below fan/heater duct opening.

Figure 2-2 Location of TopDry components and accessories - Top view
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Chapter 2: General Overview

Figure 2-3 Location of TopDry components and accessories - Side view

A Fill system no. 2 N Control fan/heater
B Fill system no. 1 O Plenum temperature sensor1

C Aeration fan2 P Fan/heater (secondary)
D TopDry drying bin Q TopDry Terminal control mounted at eye level
E Grain temperature sensors R Cable route
F Drying chamber rotary switch S Chute controller
G Eave platform T Fill system control mounted at eye level
H Ladder U Wet supply rotary switch (optional)
I Plenum high-limit sensor13 V Wet storage bin
J Storage chamber platform W Control fan/heater duct
K Storage chamber rotary switch134 X Secondary fan/heater duct
L Mount even with fan/heater Y Storage chamber door
M Grain temperature sensor junction box13
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2. Must not be placed within 90° of a fan or burner.
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4. Must be mounted 3 ft. below heat duct opening.
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3 Foundation
Topics Covered in this Chapter

▪ Foundation Guidelines
▪ Anchor Bolt Detail
▪ Anchor Bolt Chart
▪ Inline Centrifugal Fan Pad Guidelines
▪ Duct and Drying Fan Pad
▪ Frost Free Foundation Guidelines

Foundation Guidelines
These are general foundation guidelines. Site conditions, system requirements and other factors may
create foundation construction requirements not covered by this manual.

Selecting the Proper Site Location
1. The selected site must be level, firm and free from underlying debris. The soil bearing capacity must

be equal to or greater than required by the footing specifications.

2. The concrete foundation surface must be level. If fill is required, it must be watered and tamped
thoroughly to prevent uneven settling from the weight of the bin.

3. The site must allow easy access for easy loading and unloading, as well as provide additional space
for future units.

4. When selecting a bin site, also consider the positioning of handling equipment, fans, heaters, fuel
lines and the availability of electricity.

Scribe the Diameter
1. Determine the center of the foundation site and drive a small 2 x 4 into the ground to mark it. Drive

the stake into the ground so that it is the same height as the finished foundation will be.

2. Using one large spike, nail a straight 2 x 4 to the top of the center spike. This 2 x 4 must be
approximately two feet longer than the radius of the bin. The swiveling 2 x 4 will act as a compass,
enabling you to scribe the correct diameter of the foundation and later locate the anchor and stiffener
bolt locations.

NOTE: Making the 2 x 4 two feet longer than the radius will allow the 2 x 4 to also be used as a leveling
device and for pulling concrete.
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Chapter 3: Foundation

Figure 3-1 Scribe the diameter

A Spike D Pointed stake

B Foundation radius E Foundation line

C 2 ft. F 2 x 4 center stake

Preparing the Foundation Forms
1. Having scribed the diameter of the foundation, proceed by digging the foundation’s footing, which

consists of a large circular trench inside the foundation line.

2. Once the footing has been dug, you are ready to build the forms. The forms must be rigid enough to
hold their shape against the poured concrete.

3. The foundation must be flat. Sloped floors cannot be used in drying bins. A carpenter’s level placed
on top of the compass 2 x 4 constructed earlier will enable you to set the top of the forms to match
the top of the center stake.

4. Check the form work with a transit to ensure a uniform elevation for the entire foundation. The
foundation must be level within 1/8 in. on non-stiffened bins and within 1/4 in. on stiffened bins at bin
wall perimeter. Stiffened bins must be shimmed level. Provisions for unloading system and other
accessories, must be made as required by the particular material handling system used.

NOTE: All foundation specifications must be construed as recommendations only. Because of the many
variable conditions in an actual installation, manufacturer assumes no liability for results arising
from the use of such recommendations.
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Chapter 3: Foundation

Foundation Forms
Circular foundation forms are commonly used for stiffened farm bins.

Figure 3-2 Circular form

A Footing trench B Carpenter’s level

Placing the Reinforcement
1. Once the forms and trench have been prepared, begin placing the reinforcement rods and mesh in

the foundation’s footing. Make sure the reinforcement rods are properly lapped by wiring.

2. Place at least 2 in. of compacted sand on the inside section of the foundation to provide a good
base for the concrete and to protect against rodents.

3. Cover the sand with 4 ml. polyethylene plastic, which will act as a moisture barrier.

4. Add two layers of 6 x 6 in. wire mesh to the entire area of the foundation slab or the entire foundation
for monolithic systems to complete the preparation of the bin’s foundation.
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Chapter 3: Foundation

Anchor Bolt Detail
The following is the minimum requirement for anchoring of standard bins.

• 5/8 in. diameter anchor bolt (A) is the minimum allowed, 3/4 in. diameter anchor bolt (A) is the
minimum with sidedraw flume system.

• Exposed anchor bolt thread height (B) for 5/8 in. and 3/4 in. diameter anchor bolts are 3 in. (7.6 cm)
and 5 in. (12.7 cm) respectively.

• Overall anchor bolt length (C) for 5/8 in. and 3/4 in. diameter anchor bolts are 12 in. (30.48 cm) and
18 in. (45.72 cm) respectively.

Figure 3-3 Anchor bolt example (3/4 in. diameter anchor bolt shown)

A Anchor bolt C Anchor bolt length

B Anchor bolt thread height
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Anchor Bolt Chart
Prior to setting any anchor bolts, you must be sure to have the correct anchor bolt placement. Accuracy is
very critical for stiffener alignment during bin erection.

NOTE: Refer to the proper chart to find the anchor chord dimensions that correspond to the bin that is
being built.

Scribe the radius location of the anchor bolts by using a center stake and a straight 2 x 4. Along the
scribed radius, start with one anchor bolt and work counter-clockwise to locate one quarter of the anchor
bolts then clockwise to locate another quarter of the anchor bolts. Working off of the last anchor bolts in
each quarter, locate the remaining anchor bolts in the last two quarters.

Figure 3-4 Anchor bolt chords for 36 ft. diameter 2–post bin (4 in. corrugation)

Radius Location of Bolt (B) Anchor Quantity

18 ft. –2-1/2 in. 5.550 m 24

Chord (A) Length

1 4 ft. –9-1/16 in. 1.449 m
2 9 ft. –5-1/8 in. 2.873 m
3 13 ft. –11-1/4 in. 4.248 m

Chord (A) Length

4 18 ft. –2-1/2 in. 5.550 m
5 22 ft. –2 in. 6.756 m
6 25 ft.–9 in. 7.849 m
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Chapter 3: Foundation

Inline Centrifugal Fan Pad Guidelines
If a fan is to be installed, refer below image to determine the concrete pad size.

• The top of this pad must be level with the top of the bin’s foundation.

• Recommended pad thickness is 4 in. minimum.

• Front of pad must be perpendicular to bin wall.

• Pad for heater not required.

CAUTION

Fan pad and fan must be leveled and smooth for proper operation. Vibration
problems can result from improper fan leveling.

Figure 3-5 Centrifugal fan foundation

A 22 in. for TR-4734
48 in. for TR-7048 C Bin center

B Fan foundation D Bin wall
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Duct and Drying Fan Pad
1. The top of this pad must be level with the top of the bin’s foundation.

2. Recommended pad thickness is 4 in. minimum.

3. Front of pad must be perpendicular to bin wall.

CAUTION

The fan foundation and fan must be level and smooth for proper operation. Improper
leveling can cause vibration problems.

Figure 3-6 Duct and drying fan foundation

A Bin wall B Center line of bin
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Frost Free Foundation Guidelines
The foundation design is based on a minimum allowable soil bearing capacity 3000 PSF. Bearing capacity
of the soil must be determined by geo-technical investigation and be of uniform bearing capacity.

• Foundation site must be well drained and free of vegetation or debris.

• Concrete must have a minimum compressive strength of 3000 PSI at 28 days.

• Requirements for reinforcement do not include overlap.

• Lap all circumferential bars 35 bar diameters and stagger all laps in plan 3 ft.

• All material used for backfill inside the ring wall must be clean, well graded, crushed stone of
sand-gravel mixture. Backfill must be placed at 6 in. lifts and well compacted.

• The optional #4 rebar grid can be substituted for the wire mesh in most cases. Place the #4 bars in
the pad in an 18 x 18 in. grid.

Figure 3-7 Frost free foundation

A Outside radius E “N” #6 bars evenly spaced

B See below table F Grade
C Well compacted fill G 1/2 in. expansion joint

D Vapor barrier H 2 layers — 6 x 6 - 6/6 wire mesh

Table 3-1 Specifications for 36 ft. diameter bin

Ring B N Outside Radius Sq.Ft. Mesh
6 x 6 - 6/6

Optional 18 x 18
in. grid

Length #6
bar

Total Cu.
Yds.

Concrete
6 1 ft. –3 in. 2 18 ft. –9 in. 2000 1300 ft. 300 ft. 26
7, 8 2 ft. –0 in. 2 18 ft. –11 in. 2000 1300 ft. 400 ft. 30
9, 10 2 ft. –10 in. 3 19 ft. –0 in. 2000 1300 ft. 600 ft. 33
11, 12 3 ft. –11 in. 4 19 ft. –6 in. 2000 1300 ft. 900 ft. 39
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4 Hardware Requirements
Topics Covered in this Chapter

▪ Bolt and Nut Pairings
▪ Hardware for 2–Post Sidewall Sheets on 4 in. Corrugation Bins
▪ Bolt Torque Specifications
▪ Identifying Bolt Grades
▪ Color Chart for Bin Hardware Buckets
▪ Bolt Identification

Bolt and Nut Pairings
This chart lists the correct nut to use with each size of bolt.

Nut Part Number Nut Size Type Hex or Flanged
(Bolt) Bolt Size Bolt Part Number

S-396 5/16 YDP
Hex 5/16 x 1-1/4 S-7483

Flanged 5/16 x 1 S-10260

S-3611 5/16 YDP Flanged
5/16 x 1 S-10260

5/16 x 1-1/4 S-7483

S-10268 5/16 JS
Hex 5/16 x 1-1/4 S-7483

Flanged 5/16 x 1 S-10260

S-456 3/8 YDP Hex 3/8 x 1 S-7487

S-9426 3/8 JS
Flanged 3/8 x 1 S-7485

Hex 3/8 x 1 S-7487

S-9281 7/16 JS Hex 7/16 x 3-1/4 S-10261
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Hardware for 2–Post Sidewall Sheets on 4 in. Corrugation Bins
Reference the chart for hardware requirements for 2–post sidewall sheet connections.

Table 4-1 Hardware for 2–post sidewall sheets on 4 in. Corrugation bins

Gauge Horizontal Seam
Bolt Size (Quantity)

Vertical Seam Bolt
Size (Quantity)*

Stiffener to Sidewall
Bolt Size (Quantity)

Overlap Seam Bolt
Size (Quantity)

20 5/16 x 1 (10) 5/16 x 1 (42) 5/16 x 1 (20) 5/16 x 1 (2)

19 5/16 x 1 (10) 5/16 x 1 (42) 5/16 x 1 (20) 5/16 x 1 (2)

18 5/16 x 1 (10) 5/16 x 1 (42) 5/16 x 1 (20) 5/16 x 1 (2)

17 5/16 x 1 (10) 5/16 x 1 (42) 5/16 x 1 (20) 5/16 x 1 (2)

16 5/16 x 1 (10) 5/16 x 1 (42) 5/16 x 1 (20) 5/16 x 1 (2)

15 5/16 x 1 (10) 5/16 x 1 (42) 5/16 x 1 (20) 5/16 x 1 (2)

14 5/16 x 1 (22) 5/16 x 1 (42) 5/16 x 1 (20) 5/16 x 1 (2)

13 3/8 x 1 (22) 3/8 x 1 (42) 5/16 x 1 (20)* 3/8 x 1 (2)

12 3/8 x 1 (22) 3/8 x 1 (42) 5/16 x 1 (20)* 3/8 x 1 (2)

11 3/8 x 1 (22) 3/8 x 1 (42) 5/16 x 1 (20)* 3/8 x 1 (2)

10 3/8 x 1 (22) 3/8 x 1 (42) 5/16 x 1 (20)* 3/8 x 1 (2)

* Use 5/16 x 1-1/4 in. for all stiffener to sidewall connections with splice and for all 5 gauge
stiffener to sidewall connections.

Bolt Torque Specifications
The specification torque table below will help the installer determine how tight a specific bolt must be.
A bolt that has been over tightened can be just as dangerous as one that hasn't been tightened enough.

IMPORTANT: Bolts must not be tightened in excess of the torque specifications chart listed below.

Bolt Minimum Torque Maximum Torque

Sealing Joints
(joints with
sealing
washers)

Structural Joints
(joints without

sealing washers)

Sealing Joints
(joints with

sealing washers)

Structural Joints
(joints without
any sealing
washers)

ft-lb N-m ft-lb N-m ft-lb N-m ft-lb N-m

5/16-18 JS Gr 8 with seal 20 27 — — 25 34 — —

3/8 -16 JS Gr 8 with seal 30 41 — — 35 47 — —

7/16-14 JS Gr 8 with seal 50 68 — — 60 81 — —

3/8–16 YDP Gr 8 flanged — — 40 54 — — 45 61

7/16–14 YDP Gr 8 flanged — — 65 88 — — 72 97

1/2-13 YDP Gr 8 flanged — — 100 135 — — 110 149
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Identifying Bolt Grades
Bolts are identified by grade (or hardness), the grade can be identified by the markings on the head of the
bolt. These markings will be in the form of slash marks and patterns. Use the following as a guide to
determine the correct bolt grade.

CAUTION

Under no condition can any other bolts be substituted for those supplied by GSI.

Grade 2 Bolts

Grade 2 bolts are designated with a plain head and are not used in GSI grain bins.

Grade 5 Bolts

Grade 5 bolts are designated by three slash marks on the head. All 5/16 in. diameter bolts
are to be grade 5 or higher.

Grade 8 Bolts

Grade 8 bolts are designated by six slash marks evenly spaced out around the head of the
bolt. All 3/8 in., 7/16 in. and 1/2 in. diameter bolts are to be grade 8 or grade 8.2.

Grade 8.2 Bolts

Grade 8.2 bolts are designated by six slash marks on the head in a sunrise pattern. All 3/8
in., 7/16 in. and 1/2 in. diameter bolts are to be grade 8 or grade 8.2.
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Color Chart for Bin Hardware Buckets
For ease of identification, hardware is separated and identified by buckets with color coded lids. Use the
following chart to help identify the correct hardware.

JS Part
#

YDP Part
# Color

Hard-
ware
Qty./
Buck-
et

Lid/
Label
Color

Description

S-10260 NA Lime Green 1250 5/16 x 1 in. bolt pre-assembled with sealing washer

S-7483 NA Black 1000 5/16 x 1-1/4 in. bolt pre-assembled with sealing washer

NA S-396 Red 5000 5/16 in. hex nut

S-10268 S-3611 Gold NA 5/16 in. flange nut

S-7487 NA Grey 850 3/8 x 1 in. bolt pre-assembled with sealing washer

S-7485 NA Light Green 850 3/8 x 1 in. flange bolt without sealing washer

S-7488 NA Orange 650 3/8 x 1-1/2 in. bolt pre-assembled with sealing washer

S-7489 S-456 Yellow 3000 3/8 in. hex nut

S-9426 NA Dark Purple 2500 3/8 in. hex flanged nut

S-10261 NA Natural (Clear) 200 7/16 x 3-1/4 in. flange bolt pre-assembled with sealing
washer

S-9281 S-7332 Fire Orange 1500 7/16 in. hex nut

Bolt Identification
Bolt S-10260
An S–10260 is a 5/16 x 1 in. JS bolt that is pre-assembled with a sealing washer.

Bolt (S-10260) is used in the following locations:

• Use to connect horizontal, vertical, sidewall to stiffener
connections and overlap seams on 14 gauge to 20 gauge
sidewall connections.

• Use to connect roof panels together where they overlap.
• The color of the bucket lid is lime green.
• Use to connect eave clip to sidewall sheet on bins.
• Use to attach roof panels to flashing on bins.

A 1.300 in. (3.30 cm ) C Grade 8

B 1.000 in. (2.54 cm) D Grade 8.2
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Bolt S-7483
An S–7483 is a 5/16 x 1 1/4 in. JS bolt pre-assembled with a sealing washer.

Bolt (S-7483) is used in the following locations:

• Use for all stiffener to sidewall to stiffener connections with
splice and for all 5 gauge stiffener to sidewall connections.

• Use in flashing to sidewall connection.

• The color of the bucket lid is black.

A 1.437 in. (3.64 cm ) C Grade 8

B 1.250 in (3.17 cm) D Grade 8.2

Bolt S-7485
An S–7485 is a 3/8 x 1 in. JS hex bolt with flanged head and without a sealing washer.

Bolt (S-7485) is used in the following locations:

• Use to splice the stiffeners together on the flanges. (A flange nut
is used on the nut side of the connection.)

• The color of bucket lid is light green.

A 1.350 in. (3.43 cm) C Grade 8

B 1.000 in. (2.54 cm) D Grade 8.2
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Bolt S-7487
An S–7487 is a 3/8 x 1 in. JS bolt that is pre-assembled with a sealing washer.

Bolt (S-7487) is used in the following locations:

• Use in all sidewall connections for 13 gauge through 10 gauge
sidewall to sidewall sheets.

• Color of bucket lid is grey.

NOTE: Do not use to splice the stiffeners together on the flanges
where they connect to each other or the splice plates.

A 1.350 in. (3.43 cm) C Grade 8

B 1.000 in. (2.54 cm) D Grade 8.2
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5 Assembling Sidewall Sheets
Topics Covered in this Chapter

▪ Orientation Detail for Top Sidewall Sheets
▪ Sidewall Gauge Sheet
▪ Color Codes for Sidewall Gauge Identification
▪ Caulking and Bolting Detail for Standard Sidewall Sheets
▪ Guidelines for Constructing Sidewall Sheets

Orientation Detail for Top Sidewall Sheets
To avoid the misalignment of the holes, it is necessary to use the correct orientation of the sidewall sheet
during installation.

• All the 4.00 in. corrugation sidewall sheets have a top and bottom and must be placed correctly.

• Failure to observe the sidewall sheet orientation will not allow the door to fit properly.

NOTE: Always assemble the top sidewall sheets with the orientation shown.

Figure 5-1 2–Post top sidewall sheet orientation (Viewed from outside of the bin)

A Top of the top sidewall sheet B Bottom of the top sidewall sheet
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Sidewall Gauge Sheet
# of
Rings
of

Side-
wall

Side-
wall
Base
Ring

Side-
wall
Ring
#2

Side-
wall
Ring
#3

Side-
wall
Ring
#4

Side-
wall
Ring
#5

Side-
wall
Ring
#6

Side-
wall
Ring
#7

Side-
wall
Ring
#8

Side-
wall
Ring
#9

Side-
wall
Ring
#10

Side-
wall
Ring
#11

Side-
wall
Ring
#12

5 17 Ga. 18 Ga. 18 Ga. 18 Ga. 20 Ga.

6 17 Ga. 18 Ga. 18 Ga. 18 Ga. 18 Ga. 20 Ga.

7 16 Ga. 17 Ga. 18 Ga. 18 Ga. 18 Ga. 18 Ga. 20 Ga.

8 16 Ga. 16 Ga. 17 Ga. 18 Ga. 18 Ga. 18 Ga. 18 Ga. 20 Ga.

9 16 Ga. 16 Ga. 16 Ga. 17 Ga. 18 Ga. 18 Ga. 18 Ga. 18 Ga. 20 Ga.

10 15 Ga. 16 Ga. 16 Ga. 16 Ga. 17 Ga. 18 Ga. 18 Ga. 18 Ga. 18 Ga. 20 Ga.

11 14 Ga. 15 Ga. 15 Ga. 16 Ga. 16 Ga. 17 Ga. 18 Ga. 18 Ga. 18 Ga. 18 Ga. 20 Ga.

12 14 Ga. 14 Ga. 15 Ga. 15 Ga. 16 Ga. 16 Ga. 17 Ga. 18 Ga. 18 Ga. 18 Ga. 18 Ga. 20 Ga.

NOTE: Fan entrance sheets and plenum access door sheets are located in the second ring from the top
of the bin, just below the upper drying floor.

Color Codes for Sidewall Gauge Identification
Use this chart to interpret the color code painted on the corners of the sidewall sheets.

Table 5-1 Color codes for sidewall gauges

Sidewall Gauge Color Code

20 Red

19 Black/Yellow

18 Orange

17 Pink/Light blue

16 Blue

15 Brown/Red

14 Green

13 Yellow/Blue

12 Black

11 Pink

10 Light Blue

9 Orange/Blue

8 Yellow/Purple
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Caulking and Bolting Detail for Standard Sidewall Sheets
To keep out moisture from overlapping the sheets, it is necessary to apply caulk to each sheet prior to
installing.

NOTE: Always assemble the sidewall sheets with the overlap in the same direction.

Figure 5-2 Standard sidewall sheets (Viewed from the outside of the bin)

A Vertical strip of caulk B 10 in. (25.4 cm) Horizontal strip of caulk

1. Apply a strip of caulk near the outside edge of the outer sheet and between the outer two rows of
bolts (A), then apply a strip of caulk 10 in. (25.4 cm) long along the horizontal seams (B), as shown
in the figure below.
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Figure 5-3 Caulking and bolting details (Viewed from inside of the bin)

A Strip of caulk D Second bolt

B Bolt tightening sequence E Third bolt

C First bolt

2. Start assembling the sidewall sheets end to end (overlapping the same way throughout), until the
ring is completed.

3. Install the correct size bin bolts with the bolt head and its neoprene washer to the outside and the
nut on the inside of the bin.

NOTE: Do not tighten bolts until all the sheets are assembled and form a complete ring.

4. Tighten the bolts in sequence, starting from the center to the edge in both directions. This allows the
sidewall sheets to draw-up evenly.

NOTE: Tighten from the nut side.
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Guidelines for Constructing Sidewall Sheets
1. Before bolting the sidewall sheets together, check for the proper gauge of steel for the first ring.

NOTE: Higher gauge numbers denote the thinner materials. (For example, 20 gauge material is
thinner than 14 gauge.)

2. The first sidewall ring you assemble will be the top ring of the bin, using the lightest gauge of
sidewall.

3. Check the various gauges of the bin with the color code chart and begin building accordingly.

4. Select the proper gauge material and assemble all sidewall sheets with the left panel to the inside
with the right panel to the outside.

Figure 5-4 Constructing sidewall sheets

A Left panel C Concrete foundation

B Right panel D Sidewall sheet
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6 Stiffeners
Topics Covered in this Chapter

▪ Stiffener Starting Location
▪ Color Codes for Stiffener Gauge Identification
▪ Top Stiffeners
▪ Standard Stiffeners
▪ Stiffener Splice
▪ Base Stiffeners
▪ Base Boot
▪ One-Ring Top Stiffener (16 Ga.) to a One-Ring Stiffener (12-16 Ga.)
▪ One-Ring Top Stiffener (16 Ga.) to a Two-Ring Stiffener (12-16 Ga.)
▪ Two-Ring Top Stiffener (16 Ga.) to a Two-Ring Stiffener (12-16 Ga.)
▪ Two-Ring Stiffener (10 Ga.) to a Two-Ring Stiffener (8 Ga.)
▪ Two-Ring Stiffener (12-16 Ga.) to a Two-Ring Stiffener (12-16 Ga.)
▪ Two-Ring Stiffener (5-8 Ga.) to a Base Stiffener (5-8 Ga.)
▪ Two-Ring Stiffener (10-16 Ga.) to a Base Stiffener (10 Ga.)
▪ Two-Ring Stiffener (12-16 Ga.) to a Base Stiffener (12-14 Ga.)
▪ Two-Ring Stiffener (5-8 Ga.) to a Base Stiffener (5 Ga.)
▪ Transitional Stiffener (10 Ga.) to a Base Stiffener (8 Ga.)
▪ Base Stiffener (8 Ga.) to a Base Boot (10 Ga.)
▪ Base Stiffener (10-14 Ga.) to a Base Boot (10 Ga.)
▪ Base Stiffener (5 Ga.) to a Base Boot (10 Ga.)
▪ Stiffener Gauges
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Stiffener Starting Location
1. All stiffeners must be installed on the exterior of the bin.

2. Install the top stiffener to the bin wall at a distance of 4 in. from the top hole in the bin wall.

3. Use 5/16 x 1 in. grade 8 bin bolt with neoprene washer to install the stiffeners to the bin wall.

NOTE: Make sure to have the bolt head and washer on the inside of the bin.

4. Make sure the flanged nut is installed from outside of the bin.

Figure 6-1 Top stiffener starting location

A Top stiffener C 5/16 x 1 in. flange bolt with sealing washer (S-10260)

B Sidewall sheet D 5/16 in. flange nut (S-10268)
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Color Codes for Stiffener Gauge Identification
Use these charts to interpret the color code painted on the ends of the stiffeners.

Table 6-1 Color codes for stiffener gauges

Sidewall Gauge Color Code

5 Yellow/Blue

8 Yellow

10 Purple

12 Black

14 Green

16 Blue

18 Orange

Top Stiffeners
Use the following information to determine the differences between the types of top stiffeners.

The part numbers in the following table use an “XX” at the end of the number to represent the gauge of
the material.

Figure 6-2 Images of the top stiffeners

Call
Out

Part Number Description Length Available
Gauges

A FC-42065XX Two-ring top stiffener 85.44 in. (217 cm) 16

B FC-42066XX One-ring top stiffener 41.438 in. (105 cm) 16
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Standard Stiffeners
Use the following information to determine the differences between the types of standard two-ring
stiffeners.

The part numbers in the following table use an “XX” at the end of the number to represent the gauge of
the material.

Figure 6-3 Standard stiffeners

Call
Out

Part Number Description Length Available
Gauges

A FC-42062XX Two-ring transition 94.594 in. (240 cm) 10

B FC-42057XX Two-ring offset stiffener 94.594 in. (240 cm) 12, 14

C FC-42075XX Two-ring offset stiffener 93.563 in. (238 cm) 16

D FC-42063XX Two-ring stiffener 87.938 in. (223 cm) 8

E FC-42100XX Two-ring stiffener 87.938 in. (223 cm) 5

F FC-42059XX One-ring offset stiffener 50.594 in. (129 cm) 12, 14

G FC-42074XX One-ring offset stiffener 49.563 in. (126 cm) 16
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Stiffener Splice
Use the following information to determine the gauge of the splice needed to connect the stiffeners.

Figure 6-4 Stiffener splice

Call Out Part Number Description Length Available Gauges
A FC-42076XX Stiffener splice 10.688 in. (27 cm) 10
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Base Stiffeners
Use the following information to determine the differences between the base stiffeners.

The part numbers in the following table use an “XX” at the end of the number to represent the gauge of
the material.

Figure 6-5 Images of the base stiffeners

Call Out Part Number Description Length Available Gauges
A FC-42111XX Base stiffener 87.938 in. (223 cm) 5

B FC-42063XX Base stiffener 87.938 in. (223 cm) 8

C FC-42062XX Base stiffener 94.594 in. (240 cm) 10

D FC-42057XX Base stiffener 94.594 in. (240 cm) 12, 14
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Base Boot
Use the following information to determine the differences between the base boots.

Figure 6-6 Images of the base boot

Call
Out

Part
Number

Description Height Base Plate Size

A FC-42107
Base boot weldment for 14
through 8 Ga. base
stiffeners

6.188 in. (16 cm) 4.5 in. x 7 in. x 0.25 in.
(11.5 cm x 17.8 cm x 0.6 cm)

B FC-42109 Base boot weldment for 5
Ga. base stiffeners

6.188 in. (16 cm) 5 in. x 7 in. x 0.5 in.
(12.7 cm x 17.8 cm x 1.3 cm)
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One-Ring Top Stiffener (16 Ga.) to a One-Ring Stiffener (12-16 Ga.)
Reference the following information when connecting a one-ring top stiffener (FC-42066XX) to a one-ring
stiffener.

A One-ring top stiffener (FC-42066XX)

B
One-ring stiffener (FC-42059XX)
(14–12 Ga.)

B One-ring stiffener (FC-42074XX) (16 Ga.)
C 3/8 x 1 in. flange bolt (S-7485)
D 3/8 in. flange nut (S-9426)
E Completed assembly

NOTE: Only place bolts where holes in the stiffeners
align with holes in the sidewall sheet.

One-Ring Top Stiffener (16 Ga.) to a Two-Ring Stiffener (12-16 Ga.)
Reference the following information when connecting a one-ring top stiffener (FC-42066XX) to a two-ring
stiffener.

A One-ring top stiffener (FC-42066XX)

B
Two-ring stiffener (FC-42057XX)
(14–12 Ga.)

B Two-ring stiffener (FC-42075XX) (16 Ga.)
C 3/8 x 1 in. flange bolt (S-7485)
D 3/8 in. flange nut (S-9426)
E Completed assembly

NOTE: Only place bolts where holes in the stiffeners
align with holes in the sidewall sheet.
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Two-Ring Top Stiffener (16 Ga.) to a Two-Ring Stiffener (12-16 Ga.)
Reference the following information when connecting a two-ring top stiffener (FC-42065XX) to a two-ring
stiffener.

A Two-ring top stiffener (FC-42065XX)

B
Two-ring stiffener (FC42057XX)
(14–12 Ga.)

B Two-ring stiffener (FC-42075XX) (16 Ga.)
C 3/8 x 1 in. flange bolt (S-7485)
D 3/8 in. flange nut (S-9426)
E Completed assembly

NOTE: Only place bolts where holes in the stiffeners
align with holes in the sidewall sheet.

Two-Ring Stiffener (10 Ga.) to a Two-Ring Stiffener (8 Ga.)
Reference the following information when connecting a two-ring stiffener to a two-ring stiffener.

A Two-ring stiffener (FC-42062XX) (10 Ga.)
B Two-ring stiffener (FC-42063XX) (8 Ga.)
C 3/8 x 1 in. flange bolt (S-7485)
D 3/8 in. flange nut (S-9426)
E Splice Stiffener (FC-42076)
F Completed assembly

NOTE: Only place bolts where holes in the stiffeners
align with holes in the sidewall sheet.
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Two-Ring Stiffener (12-16 Ga.) to a Two-Ring Stiffener (12-16 Ga.)
Reference the following information when connecting a two-ring stiffener to a two-ring stiffener.

A , B
Two-ring stiffener (FC-42057XX)
(12–14 Ga.)
Two-ring stiffener (FC-42075XX) (16 Ga.)

C 3/8 x 1 in. flange bolt (S-7485)
D 3/8 in. flange nut (S-9426)
E Completed assembly

NOTE: Only place bolts where holes in the stiffeners
align with holes in the sidewall sheet.

Two-Ring Stiffener (5-8 Ga.) to a Base Stiffener (5-8 Ga.)
Reference the following information when connecting a two-ring stiffener to a base stiffener (FC-42111).

A , B Two-ring stiffener (FC-42100XX) (5 Ga.)
Two-ring stiffener (FC-42063XX) (8 Ga.)

C 3/8 x 1 in. flange bolt (S-7485)
D 3/8 in. flange nut (S-9426)
E Splice stiffener (FC-42076)
F Completed assembly

NOTE: Only place bolts where holes in the stiffeners
align with holes in the sidewall sheet.
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Two-Ring Stiffener (10-16 Ga.) to a Base Stiffener (10 Ga.)
Reference the following information when connecting a two-ring stiffener to a base stiffener.

A Two-ring stiffener (FC-42062XX) (10 Ga.)

A
Two-ring stiffener (FC-42057XX)
(12–14 Ga.)

A Two-ring stiffener (FC-42075XX) (16 Ga.)
B Base stiffener (FC-42062XX)
C 3/8 x 1 in. flange bolt (S-7485)
D 3/8 in. flange nut (S-9426)
E Completed assembly

NOTE: Only place bolts where holes in the stiffeners
align with holes in the sidewall sheet.

Two-Ring Stiffener (12-16 Ga.) to a Base Stiffener (12-14 Ga.)
Reference the following information when connecting a two-ring stiffener to a base stiffener.

A
Two-ring stiffener (FC-42057XX)
(12–14 Ga.)

A Two-ring stiffener (FC-42075XX) (16 Ga.)
B Base stiffener (FC-42057XX)
C 3/8 x 1 in. flange bolt (S-7485)
D 3/8 in. flange nut (S-9426)
E Completed assembly

NOTE: Only place bolts where holes in the stiffeners
align with holes in the sidewall sheet.
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Two-Ring Stiffener (5-8 Ga.) to a Base Stiffener (5 Ga.)
Reference the following information when connecting a two-ring stiffener to a base stiffener (FC-42111).

A Two-ring stiffener (FC-42100XX) (5 Ga.)
A Two-ring stiffener (FC-42063XX) (8 Ga.)
B Base stiffener (FC-42111XX)
C 3/8 x 1 in. flange bolt (S-7485)
D 3/8 in. flange nut (S-9426)
E Splice stiffener (FC-42076)
F Completed assembly

NOTE: Only place bolts where holes in the stiffeners
align with holes in the sidewall sheet.

Transitional Stiffener (10 Ga.) to a Base Stiffener (8 Ga.)
Reference the following information when connecting a transitional stiffener to a base stiffener.

A
Transitional stiffener (FC-42062XX)
(10 Ga.)

B Base stiffener (FC-42063XX) (8 Ga.)
C 3/8 x 1 in. flange bolt (S-7485)
D 3/8 in. flange nut (S-9426)
E Splice stiffener (FC-42076)
F Completed assembly

NOTE: Only place bolts where holes in the stiffeners
align with holes in the sidewall sheet.
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Base Stiffener (8 Ga.) to a Base Boot (10 Ga.)
Reference the following information when connecting a base stiffener to a base boot (FC-42107).

A Base stiffener (FC-42063XX) (8 Ga.)
B Base boot (FC-42107)
C 3/8 x 1 in. flange bolt (S-7485)
D 3/8 in. flange nut (S-9426)
E Completed assembly

NOTE: Only place bolts where holes in the stiffeners
align with holes in the sidewall sheet.

Base Stiffener (10-14 Ga.) to a Base Boot (10 Ga.)
Reference the following information when connecting a base stiffener to a base boot (FC-42107).

A Base stiffener (FC-42062XX) (10 Ga.)
A Base stiffener (FC-42057XX) (12–14 Ga.)
B Base boot (FC-42107)
C 3/8 x 1 in. flange bolt (S-7485)
D 3/8 in. flange nut (S-9426)
E Completed assembly

NOTE: Only place bolts where holes in the stiffeners
align with holes in the sidewall sheet.
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Base Stiffener (5 Ga.) to a Base Boot (10 Ga.)
Reference the following information when connecting a base stiffener to a base boot.

A Base stiffener (FC-42111) (5 Ga.)

B Base boot (FC-42109)

C 3/8 x 1 in. flange bolt (S-7485)

D 3/8 in. flange nut (S-9426)

E Splice stiffener (FC-42076)

F Completed assembly

NOTE: Only place bolts where holes in the stiffeners
align with holes in the sidewall sheet.

Stiffener Gauges
This chart gives the gauge of stiffener to use for each sidewall ring of the bin. The gauges that span two
columns represent a two ring stiffener.

# of
Rings
of

Side-
wall

Stiff-
ener
Base
Ring

Stiff-
ener
Ring
#2

Stiff-
ener
Ring
#3

Stiff-
ener
Ring
#4

Stiff-
ener
Ring
#5

Stiff-
ener
Ring
#6

Stiff-
ener
Ring
#7

Stiff-
ener
Ring
#8

Stiff-
ener
Ring
#9

Stiff-
ener
Ring
#10

Stiff-
ener
Ring
#11

Stiff-
ener
Ring
#12

5 12 Ga. 14 Ga. 16 Ga. 16 Ga.

6 12 Ga. 12 Ga. 14 Ga. 16 Ga.

7 10 Ga. 12 Ga. 14 Ga. 14 Ga. 16 Ga.

8 10 Ga. 12 Ga. 12 Ga. 14 Ga. 16 Ga.

9 8 Ga. 10 Ga. 12 Ga. 14 Ga. 14 Ga. 16 Ga.

10 8 Ga. 10 Ga. 12 Ga. 12 Ga. 14 Ga. 16 Ga.

11 8 Ga. 8 Ga. 10 Ga. 12 Ga. 14 Ga. 14 Ga. 16 Ga.

12 8 Ga. 10 Ga. 12 Ga. 14 Ga. 16 Ga.

NOTE: All TopDry bin stiffeners are mounted on the outside of the bin.
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7 TopDry Drying Floor
Topics Covered in this Chapter

▪ Installing the Wall Bracket
▪ Installing the C-Channel
▪ Assembling the Drying Floor Center Collar
▪ Installing the Rafter and Floor Support Purlin
▪ Installing the Intermediate Purlin
▪ Installing the Chute Hopper and Intermediate Chute Bracket
▪ Installing the Floor Sheets
▪ Installing the Flashing Bolt
▪ Installing the Eave Flashing
▪ Installing the Eave Flashing Splice
▪ Installing the Chute
▪ Installing the Intermediate Chute
▪ Assembling the Inside Cable Pulley
▪ Assembling the Outside Cable Pulley
▪ Chute Chain Assembly
▪ Installing the Leveling Band Post
▪ Installing the Leveling Band
▪ Installing the Grain Temperature Sensor Bracket
▪ Center Cone Assembly
▪ Winch Assembly
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Installing the Wall Bracket
The wall brackets are installed on the inside of the bin and are used to install the “C” channels.

Before You Begin

Install the stiffeners (B) on the outside of the bin and the wall brackets (A) on the inside of the bin.

1. Align the top hole of the wall bracket with the first hole (F) up from the horizontal seam in the top
sidewall sheet (not counting the horizontal seam).

2. Install the wall bracket (A) to the sidewalls and the stiffener (B) using 3/8 x 1-1/2 in. flange bolts (C),
3/8 in. sealing washers (D) (placed between the wall bracket and sidewall sheets) and 3/8 in. hex
nuts (E).

NOTE: Make sure that the flange bolt (C) is installed with the bolt head to the outside of the bin.

Figure 7-1 Installing the wall bracket

A Wall bracket (TD-100977) D 3/8 in. sealing washer (S-3558)

B Stiffener E 3/8 in. hex nut (S-456)

C 3/8 x 1-1/2 in. flange bolt (S-7486) F Hole to align with the first hole of wall bracket
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Installing the C-Channel
The C-channels are used to install the rafters for the TopDry drying floor sheets.

1. Install the C-channels (A) to the wall brackets (B) in the top set of three holes using 3/8 x 1 in. flange
bolts (C) and 3/8 in. hex nuts (D).

Figure 7-2 Installing the C-channel

A C-channel (TD-100731) D 3/8 in. hex nut (S-456)

B Wall bracket E Splice plate (TD-100644)

C 3/8 x 1 in. flange bolt (S-7485)
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2. Install the splice plates (E) joining the C-channels (A) seams using 3/8 x 1 in. flange bolts (C) and
3/8 in. hex nuts (D).

Figure 7-3 Installing the C-channel splice

A C-channel (TD-100731) D 3/8 in. hex nut (S-456)

C 3/8 x 1 in. flange bolt (S-7485) E Splice plate (TD-100644)
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Assembling the Drying Floor Center Collar
The drying floor center collar assembly is used to install the TopDry floor sheet rafters.

1. Install the channel braces (B) and channel brace plates (C) to the center collar (A) using 3/8 x 1 in.
flange bolts (D) and 3/8 in. hex nuts (E).

2. Install the center collar cross channel (F) to the channel braces (B) using 3/8 x 1 in. flange bolts (D)
and 3/8 in. hex nuts (E).

NOTE: Do not attach the center collar cross channel (F) until the floor is done.

Figure 7-4 Assembling the center collar

A Center collar (TD-100730) D 3/8 x 1 in. flange bolt (S-7485)

B Channel brace (TD-100745) E 3/8 in. hex nut (S-456)

C Channel brace plate (TD-100460) F Center collar cross channel (TD-100004)
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3. Position the center collar at the center of the bin and raise it to the required height.

NOTE: Height is measured from the bottom of the center collar to the foundation.

Figure 7-5 Center collar position

G 11 ft. – 8-3/4 in. (3.58 m)
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Installing the Rafter and Floor Support Purlin
The rafters are installed between the C-channels and the center collar to support the floor sheets.

What You Should Know

There are left and right rafters. Make sure that the left and right rafters are installed alternately.

Figure 7-6 Rafter installation order

A Left hand rafter (TD-100736) D Center collar
B Right hand rafter (TD-100737) E 3/8 x 1 in. flange bolt (S-7485)
C C-channel F 3/8 in. hex nut (S-456)

1. Set the lower clip end of the rafter (A or B) on the C-channel (C) and install the 3/8 x 1 in. flange
bolts (E) and 3/8 in. hex nuts (F).

2. Connect the other end of the rafter (A or B) to the center collar (D) using 3/8 x 1 in. flange bolts (E)
and 3/8 in. hex nuts (F).

NOTE: Do not tighten the flange bolts (E) until all the rafters are installed.

3. Install four sets of left (A) and right rafters (B) 90° to each other. Make sure the rafters (A and B) face
the correct direction.

4. Install the remaining rafters (A and B) using 3/8 x 1 in. flange bolts (E) and 3/8 in. hex nuts (F).
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IMPORTANT: There are left (A) and right rafters (B). Make sure to alternate the rafters.

5. Insert the straight tab of the long purlin (G) through the upper slot in the left hand rafter (A) when
looking toward the bottom of the rafters.

NOTE: There are two different lengths of purlins to fit between the rafters. Make sure the long
purlins (G) and short purlins (H) are installed alternately between the rafters.

6. Align the bent end of the long purlin (G) to the upper set of holes in the right hand rafter (B) and
fasten using 5/16 x 1 in. flange bolts (I) and 5/16 in. flange nuts (J).

7. Install a short purlin (H) with the tab of the previously installed long purlin (G) using 5/16 x 1 in.
flange bolts (I) and 5/16 in. flange nuts (J).

8. Continue around the bin installing the alternating purlin lengths.

9. Tighten all the bolts after all the floor sheets are installed.

Figure 7-7 Installing the rafter and floor support purlin

A Left hand rafter (TD-100736) H Short purlin (TD-100741)

B Right hand rafter (TD-100737) I 5/16 x 1 in. flange bolt with sealing washer (S-10260)

G Long purlin (TD-100740) J 5/16 in. flange nut (S-3611)
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Installing the Intermediate Purlin
1. Align two middle purlins (A) with the fourth hole on the rafter (C), counting from the end connected to

the C-Channel and fasten using 5/16 x 1 in. flange bolts (D) and 5/16 in. flange nuts (E).

2. Align two upper purlins (B) with the ninth hole on the rafter (C), counting from the end connected to
the C-Channel and fasten using 5/16 x 1 in. flange bolts (D) and 5/16 in. flange nuts (E).

IMPORTANT: Make sure the purlins (A and B) are installed to the underneath side of the rafters (C)
with the interior angle facing the center of the bin.

3. Install the remaining purlins, connecting the rafters, overlapping the previous purlin using
5/16 x 1 in. flange bolts (D) and 5/16 in. flange nuts (E).

4. Tighten all the bolts after all the floor sheets are installed.

Figure 7-8 Installing the intermediate purlin

A Middle purlin (TD-100743) D 5/16 x 1 in. flange bolt with sealing washer (S-10260)

B Upper purlin (TD-100742) E 5/16 in. flange nut (S-3611)

C Rafter
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Installing the Chute Hopper and Intermediate Chute Bracket
1. Place the chute hopper (A) under the drying floor sheet (D) and align it with the pre-punched

rectangular opening.

2. Place a flashing angle (B) on top of the drying floor sheet (D) across the outer edge of the hopper
entrance with the interior of the angle facing the sidewall.

3. Install the flashing angle (B) and the chute hopper (A) to the drying floor sheets (D) using
5/16 x 3/4 in. self-tapping screws (C).

4. Place the intermediate chute bracket (E) under the drying floor sheet (D) and align with the matching
opening in the floor sheet.

5. Attach the intermediate chute bracket (E) to the drying floor sheet (D) using 5/16 x 3/4 in.
self-tapping screws (C).

Figure 7-9 Installing the chute hopper and intermediate chute bracket

A Chute hopper (TD-100647) D Floor sheet (TD-100738)

B Flashing angle (TD-100654) D
Floor sheet with intermediate chute
(TD-100739)

C 5/16 x 3/4 in. self-tapping screw (S-7221) E Intermediate chute bracket (TD-100078)
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Installing the Floor Sheets
The TopDry drying floor sheets are installed to the rafters.

Before You Begin

Make sure that the chute hoppers and intermediate chute brackets are installed to the floor sheets with
the pre-cut chute openings.

1. Place the floor sheets (A and C) on the rafters, overlapping over the previous sheet.

NOTE: Floor sheets with intermediate chutes (A) should be installed every third floor sheet to be
evenly spaced around the bin.

2. Install the floor sheets (A and C) to the rafters using 5/16 x 3/4 in. self-tapping screws (B).

NOTE: Make sure that the self-tapping screws (B) are not installed in the third, sixth, tenth and
twelfth holes. The leveling band posts will be installed in these holes later.

Tip

Tighten the 5/16 x 3/4 in. self-tapping screws (B) from the wide end of the floor sheet upward,
working around at each level towards the center of the bin.

Figure 7-10 Installing the floor sheets

A
Floor sheet with intermediate chute
(TD-100739) C Floor sheet (TD-100738)

B 5/16 x 3/4 in. self-tapping screw (S-7221)
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Installing the Flashing Bolt
The flashing bolts are installed before the eave flashing is installed.

Install the eave flashing bolts 5/16 x 1 in. flange bolts (A) through the top sidewall and tighten with the first
5/16 in. hex nut (B).

Figure 7-11 Installing the eave flashing bolt

A 5/16 x 1 in. flange bolt with sealing washer (S-10260) C One eave flashing bolt in the vertical seam

B 5/16 in. hex nut (S-396)
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Installing the Eave Flashing
Before You Begin

Make sure that the eave flashing bolts are installed before installing the eave flashing.

1. Place the eave flashing (A) centered on the floor sheet, with the bent edge towards the sidewall.

NOTE: The eave flashing (A) must overlap.

2. Install the top of the eave flashing (A) to the eave flashing bolt (B) with the fender washers (C) and
3/8 in. hex nuts (D).

3. Install the bottom of the eave flashing (A) to the flashing angle (F) with four #10 x 5/8 in. self-tapping
screws (E).

4. Secure the flashing pieces together where they overlap with three #10 x 5/8 in. self-tapping
screws (E).

Figure 7-12 Installing the eave flashing

A Eave flashing (TD-101018) D 3/8 in. hex nut (S-456)

B Eave flashing bolt E #10 x 5/8 in. self-tapping screws (S-280)

C Fender washer (S-3671) F Flashing angle
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Installing the Eave Flashing Splice
What You Should Know

The eave flashing splice comes as a single piece. Bending the splice at the tabs (C) will break the eave
flashing splice into three parts (A and B).

Figure 7-13 Bending the eave flashing splice

A Eave flashing splice middle piece (TD-1SG649) C Bend the splice at the tabs

B Eave flashing splice side piece (TD-1SG649)
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1. Place the eave flashing splice middle piece (A) on the eave flashing (E) as shown.

2. Place the eave flashing splice side pieces (B) on the middle piece (A) and install together to the
eave flashing (E) using #10 x 5/8 in. self-tapping screws (D).

NOTE: Field drill holes on the eave flashing (E) to install the eave flashing splice. Also apply the
tube caulk (F) in all the gaps.

Figure 7-14 Installing the eave flashing splice

A Eave flashing splice middle piece (TD-1SG649) E Eave flashing (TD-101018)

B Eave flashing splice side piece (TD-1SG649) F Tube caulk

D #10 x 5/8 in. self-tapping screws (S-280)
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Installing the Chute
1. Install the angle dam (B) to each chute (A) using 1/4 x 3/4 in. HHCS bolts (C) and 1/4 in. hex

nuts (D).

2. Install the chute (A) to the chute hopper (E) using 1/4 x 3/4 in. HHCS bolts (C) and 1/4 in. hex
nuts (D).

IMPORTANT: Do not tighten the first hex nut (D) down. Lock the second hex nut (D) to the first hex
nut (D) and make sure the chutes raise and lower FREELY.

Figure 7-15 Installing the chute

A Chute (TD-100017) D 1/4 in. hex nut (S-1102)

B Angle dam (TD-100598) E Chute hopper (TD-100647)

C 1/4 x 3/4 in. HHCS bolt (S-1429)
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Installing the Intermediate Chute
1. Install the angle dam (B) to each chute (A) using 1/4 x 3/4 in. HHCS bolts (C) and 1/4 in. hex

nuts (D).

2. Install the chute (A) to the intermediate chute bracket (E) using 1/4 x 3/4 in. HHCS bolts (C) and
1/4 in. hex nuts (D).

IMPORTANT: Do not fully tighten the first hex nut (D). Lock the second hex nut (D) to the first hex
nut (D) and make sure the chutes raise and lower FREELY.

Figure 7-16 Installing the intermediate chute

A Chute (TD-100017) E Intermediate chute bracket (TD-100078)

B Angle dam (TD-100598) F U-Bolt (S-4748)

C 1/4 x 3/4 in. HHCS bolt (S-1429) G S-Hook

D 1/4 in. hex nut (S-1102)
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Assembling the Inside Cable Pulley
Before You Begin

Make sure that the cross angle is installed in the center collar.

1. Install the inside cable pulley bracket (B) to the cross angle in the middle of the center collar
assembly using 3/8 x 1 in. HHCS bolt (C).

2. Install the pulley (A) between the inside cable pulley bracket (B) using 3/8 x 1-7/8 in. shoulder
bolt (D), 3/8 in. sealing washer (E) and 3/8 in. hex nuts (F).

Figure 7-17 Assembling the inside cable pulley

A Pulley assembly (TD-101360) D 3/8 x 1-7/8 in. shoulder bolt (S-4749)

B Inside cable pulley bracket (TD-100022) E 3/8 in. sealing washer (S-3558)

C 3/8 x 1 in. HHCS bolt (S-8671) F 3/8 in. hex nut (S-456)
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Assembling the Outside Cable Pulley
1. Position the large pulley bracket (F) 9-3/8 in. (23.8 cm) horizontally from the center of the stiffener

(L).

NOTE: When positioning the pulley (A), ensure the pulley cable does not interfere with the chutes.
This can only be accomplish at every other stiffener (L).

2. Field drill four 3/8 in. diameter holes (K) in the second ring 12 in. (O) from the center of the hole on
the horizontal seam.

3. Install the pulley brackets (F and G) to the sidewall using 5/16 x 1 in. flange bolts (H) and 5/16 in.
hex nuts (I).

NOTE: Make sure that the flange bolt (H) is installed from the inside of the bin.

4. Field drill 1/2 in. hole (J) into the sidewall to allow the cable to pass through.

5. Install the pulley (A) between the pulley brackets (F and G) with 3/8 x 1-7/8 in. shoulder bolt (C),
3/8 in. sealing washer (D) and 3/8 in. hex nuts (E).
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Figure 7-18 Assembling the outside cable pulley

A Pulley assembly (TD-101360) J Field drill 1/2 in. hole for cable

C 3/8 x 1-7/8 in. shoulder bolt (S-4749) K Field drill 3/8 in. holes

D 3/8 in. sealing washer (S-3558) L Stiffener

E 3/8 in. hex nut (S-456) M Assembled pulley

F Large pulley bracket (TD-100038) N 9-3/8 in. (23.8 cm)

G Small pulley bracket (TD-100039) O 12 in. (30.48 cm)

H 5/16 x 1 in. flange bolt with sealing washer (S-10260) P Sidewall sheet

I 5/16 in. hex nut (S-396)
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Chute Chain Assembly
The chute chains are attached to the lift plate. Floor sheets with two chutes can have two chains
connected to the same hole on the lift plate.

1. Pass the cable (C) through the center hole of the lift plate (A) and install the cable clamp (B).

Figure 7-19 Installing the lift plate

A Lift plate (TD-100801) D Pulley

B Cable clamp (S-4693) E 12 in. when chutes are level (closed position)

C Cable (TD-100231) F

Chain locations.

NOTE: Floor sheets with two chutes can
have two chains connected to the
same hole on the lift plate.

2. Install the chains (G) to the lift plate (A) using the “S” hooks (H) and crimp the “S” hooks (H).

NOTE: Make sure that the chains (G) are installed only in the holes as shown (F).

NOTE: Floor panels with intermediate chutes must connect both the outer and the intermediate
chains to the same hole in the lift plate (A).
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3. Install all the chains (G) from the lift plate (A) to the chutes (I) using the “S” hooks (H).

NOTE: Keep approximately 2 ft. of excess chain (J) at the chutes (I).

4. Adjust the chains (G) until the chutes (I) are level, when the lift plate (A) is in the closed (up)
position.

5. After the chains (G) are uniformly adjusted, crimp the “S” hooks (H) to the chutes (A).

6. Make sure when installing the “S” hook (H) to the end link on a chain (G) that the end has not been
cut open. If this is found, use the next link in chain (G).

7. The lift plate (A) must be approximately 12 in. down from the cross channel when the chutes (I) are
level (closed position).

Figure 7-20 Chute chain assembly

G Chain – 19 ft. (TD-100232) J Excess chain

H “S” hook (S-3383)5 NS Intermediate chain – 13 ft. (TD-100234)

I Chute
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Installing the Leveling Band Post
The leveling band posts are used to install the leveling bands.

What You Should Know

Attach the leveling band posts (A) on the floor sheet (D) in the third, sixth, tenth and twelfth holes of the
rafters starting from the sidewall end.

1. On the third hole of the floor sheet (D), install eighteen leveling band posts (A) (one in every other
sheet) using 5/16 x 1 in. flange bolts (B) and 5/16 in. flange nuts (C).

2. On the sixth and tenth hole of the floor sheet (D), install twelve leveling band posts (A) (one in every
third sheet) using 5/16 x 1 in. flange bolts (B) and 5/16 in. flange nuts (C).

3. On the twelfth hole of the floor sheet (D), install six leveling band posts (A) (one in every sixth sheet)
using 5/16 x 1 in. flange bolts (B) and 5/16 in. flange nuts (C).

Figure 7-21 Installing the leveling band post

A Leveling band post (TD-100645) C 5/16 in. flange nut (S-3611)

B 5/16 x 1 in. flange bolt with sealing washer (S-10260) D Floor sheet
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Installing the Leveling Band
1. Position the leveling bands as shown.

2. Install the leveling bands to the leveling band posts (F) using 5/16 x 1 in. flange bolts (D) and
5/16 in. flange nuts (E).

NOTE: Install the levelling bands starting from the bottom of the levelling band posts (F).

3. Connect the leveling bands together using 5/16 x 1 in. flange bolts (D) and 5/16 in. flange nuts (E) at
the overlaps at every fourth hole.

NOTE: The band sections connect to each other only at end most holes when completing the circle
where an overlap may occur.

Figure 7-22 Inner leveling bands

5 Band sections per ring

6 Bays with 20 holes between posts

A 2-3/16 in. D 5/16 x 1 in. flange bolt with sealing washer (S-10260)

B 4-3/8 in. E 5/16 in. flange nut (S-3611)

C 6-3/8 in. F Leveling band post
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Figure 7-23 Number 2 set of leveling bands

7 Band sections per ring

12 Bays with 15 holes between posts

A 3/16 in. D 5/16 x 1 in. flange bolt with sealing washer (S-10260)

B 4-3/8 in. E 5/16 in. flange nut (S-3611)

C 8-13/16 in. F Leveling band post
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Figure 7-24 Number 3 set of leveling bands

10 Band sections per ring

12 Bays with 22 holes between posts

A 2-5/8 in. E 5/16 in. flange nut (S-3611)

B 10-13/16 in. F Leveling band post

D 5/16 x 1 in. flange bolt with sealing washer (S-10260)
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Figure 7-25 Number 4 set of leveling bands

13 Band sections per ring

18 Bays with 18 holes between posts

A 3/16 in. E 5/16 in. nut (S-3611)

B 14-3/8 in. F Leveling band post

D 5/16 x 1 in. flange bolt with sealing washer (S-10260)
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Installing the Grain Temperature Sensor Bracket
Before You Begin

Make sure the leveling bands are installed.

What You Should Know

The grain temperature sensors are installed evenly around the bin on the outer most leveling bands.

1. Align the bottom hole of the temperature sensor bracket (A) with the eighth hole from the bottom in
the outer most leveling band post (B) using bolts (C) and nuts (D).

2. Make sure that the approximate height of the sensor bracket from the floor sheet rib is 17-1/2 in.

3. Refer to manual PNEG-4901, for the wiring and electrical connections of the grain temperature
sensor.

Figure 7-26 Installing the grain temperature sensor bracket

A Grain temperature sensor bracket E 17-1/2 in.

B Outer leveling band post F
Align the bottom hole with the 8th hole from
bottom of the leveling band post

C Bolt G Mount the sensors evenly around the bin

D Nut
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Center Cone Assembly
Before You Begin

Make sure that the chute chains are adjusted before installing the center cone assembly.

What You Should Know

The center cone assembly comes as separate sections.

1. Install the center cone sections (A) together using 1/4 x 5/8 in. bolts (B) and 1/4 in. nuts (C) to form
the center cone assembly.

Figure 7-27 Center cone assembly

A Center cone section (TD-1SG746) D Flat overhead view

B 1/4 x 5/8 in. bolt E Formed overhead view

C 1/4 in. nut F Assembled view
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2. Place the center cone assembly (G) over the center collar (H) and install the center cone
assembly (G) to the rafter (J) using #10 x 5/8 in. self-tapping screws (I).

Figure 7-28 Center cone assembly installation

G Center cone assembly J Rafter

H Center collar K Center cone stiffener (TD-100748)

I #10 x 5/8 in. self-tapping screws (S-280) L Center wear cap (TD-100749)
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Winch Assembly
The winch assembly is used to open and close the chutes.

Before You Begin

Install the winch assembly after completing the erection of the bin.

What You Should Know

Make sure the winch assembly is installed in the straight line of the outside pulley assembly.

1. Install the winch mount bracket (B) and winch assembly (A) to the sidewall (H) using 5/16 x 3/4 in.
flange bolts (D) and 5/16 in. flange nuts (E).

2. Install the winch stop bracket (C) to the winch mount bracket (B) and sidewall (H) using
5/16 x 3/4 in. flange bolts (D) and 5/16 in. flange nuts (E).

3. Remove the cable clamps (G) from either side of the pulley on the cross channel and make sure that
the chutes are pulled tightly shut.

4. Check for the uniformity of the chains on the chutes and re-adjust if required.

5. The downward travel of the chutes must be limited to prevent damage on new TopDry bins. This can
be done after the bin is complete and the cable stop bracket and clamp is set to indicate when the
chutes are fully closed.

6. Open the chutes until the cable clamp (G) is about 30 in. above the winch stop bracket (C). Attach
another cable clamp (I) just below the small outside pulley bracket (J) making sure it is tight.
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Figure 7-29 Winch assembly

A Winch assembly (FLX-5337) G Cable clamp

B Winch mount bracket (TD-100041) H Sidewall

C Winch stop bracket (TD-100040) I Cable clamp (To limit downward travel of chutes)

D 5/16 x 3/4 in. flange bolt (S-10267) J Outside pulley bracket

E 5/16 in. flange nut (S-3611) K 30 in. (76.2 cm)

F Cable stop
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8 Roof Assembly
Topics Covered in this Chapter

▪ Roof Assembly Instructions
▪ Assembling the Center Collar
▪ Assembling the Intermediate Center Collar
▪ Roof Panel Installation Instructions
▪ Installing the Roof Flashing
▪ Installing the Peak Cap
▪ Installing the Round Manway Cover
▪ Roof Ring Locations
▪ Installing the Roof Ring
▪ Installing the Perforated Center Band

Roof Assembly Instructions

WARNING

The maximum weight that can be supported or suspended from the roof is 6000
pounds.

WARNING

Stored grain must be no higher than the roof eaves at the outer edge. Filling the bin
above this point creates excessive internal pressure and can cause swelling and
eventual failure of the roof.

1. After completing the assembly of the TopDry floor, begin with the center collar sections.

2. For convenience in opening and closing the center cover, the roof ladder and manhole sheet must
be placed directly opposite the two slide rod holes in the center collar.

3. Build a roof center support to hold the peak in place at the proper height (a simple structure
composed of a sturdy cross arm attached to a pole and supported by a platform or scaffolding
will do).

4. Position the center support directly in the center of the bin.

5. Attach the eave angles or eave clips inside the bin wall
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The following dimensions are approximate distances used in bin roof construction. Adjusting the center
support height will ease roof erection.

Figure 8-1 Center support

A Bin height C Center support pole

B Bin diameter

Bin diameter (ft.) Height using one ring of 4 in. corrugated sidewall (A)

36 13 ft. – 3 in.

NOTE: The bin height (A) is measured to the top of the intermediate center collar.
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Assembling the Center Collar
What You Should Know

The standard roof with a dome cap lid will have a center collar assembled from three pieces. The dome
cap will mount onto it as well as the flashing. The dome cap is standard on all 36 ft. bins.

1. Assemble the three center collar (A) pieces together using 5/16 x 1 in. flange bolts (B) and 5/16 in.
flange nuts (C).

2. This center collar (A) will be the upper center collar for the 36 ft. diameter roof assembly.

Figure 8-2 Assembling the center collar

A Center collar (CRP-4608) C 5/16 in. flange nut (S-3611)

B
5/16 x 1 in. flange bolt with sealing washer
(S-10260) D NOTE: The lower set of holes (D) in the center

collar are not used.

Bin diameter (ft.) Center collar color code

36 Red
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Assembling the Intermediate Center Collar
What You Should Know
The roof panels will be installed on the intermediate center collar. The intermediate center collar and the
center collar will be connected by the reinforcement channel.

1. The intermediate center collar (H) is assembled from three pieces.

2. Assemble the three intermediate center collar pieces (H) together using 5/16 x 1 in. flange bolts (B)
and 5/16 in. flange nuts (C).

Figure 8-3 Assembling the intermediate center collar

B
5/16 x 1 in. flange bolt with sealing washer
(S-10260) H Center Collar (CTR-0795)

C 5/16 in. flange nut (S-3611)

Bin Diameter (ft) Center collar color code

36 Green
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Roof Panel Installation Instructions
1. For better results in erecting the roof, install one roof panel (B) in three places.

2. After these three panels are in place, the peak assembly should be centered.

3. Install the intermediate panels making sure to lap them counterclockwise until all panels are in
place.

NOTE: Do not tighten the bolts until the roof is completely assembled. Make sure to overlap
the adjacent panels in counterclockwise direction as shown below.

NOTE: Do not install bolts onto the holes for roof ring locations until the roof rings are
installed. Refer to roof ring instructions on Installing the Roof Ring, page 105.

Figure 8-4 Roof panels installation direction

B Roof panel (CTR-0386G115) F Upper rib

C Roof flashing (CRP-4608) G Lower rib

D 5/16 x 1 in. flange bolt with sealing washer (S-10260) H Intermediate center collar (CRP-0795)

E 5/16 in. flange nut (S-3611)

4. Install the eave clips (I) and intermediate eave angles (K) on the top sidewall with the 5/16 x 1 in.
flange bolts (D) and 5/16 in. flange nuts (E).

NOTE: The intermediate eave angles (K) are installed between two eave clips (I).

5. Fasten the roof panels (B) to intermediate eave angles (K) on the eave end and to the intermediate
center collar (H) on the peak end.

NOTE: Use the lower set of holes along with the foam sealant (W) to help seal the gap between the
roof panels (B) and the intermediate center collar (H). When installing the roof panels (B),
take into consideration placing the manway for ease of access to the sidewall and roof
steps (J).
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6. Connect the two roof channels (O) together with the roof channel splice (X) with 3/8 x 1 in. flange
bolts (Y) and 3/8 in. flange nuts (Z).

7. Install the roof channels (O) under the ribs of the roof panels (B) where the roof steps (J) are to be
installed.

NOTE: All roof channels (O) are installed starting with the second hole in the roof panel (B) rib from
the bottom (roof eave).

NOTE: Make sure to install the roof steps (J) when assembling roof panels (B). When assembling
the roof steps (J), use 5/16 x 1-1/4 in. bolts with a flat top washer on top of the slot and an
extra neoprene washer (L) between the roof panels (B) and the roof step (J). This will ensure
a more protective seal against moisture.

8. Install the roof flashing on to the center collar, refer to Installing the Roof Flashing, page 100.

NOTE: Use the lower set of holes in the intermediate center collar (H). The gap between the intermediate
center collar (H) and the roof panels (B) will be sealed with foam sealant (W) around the
intermediate center collar (H).
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Figure 8-5 Roof panel assembly

B Roof panel (CTR-0386G115) L Steel backed neoprene washer (S-1463)

D
5/16 x 1 in. flange bolt with sealing washer
(S-10260) N Used with TopDry roofs

E 5/16 in. flange nut (S-3611) O Roof channel (CRP-4793)

H Intermediate center collar (CRP-0795) W Foam sealant - Z-collar (S-10363)

I Eave clip (R-007-1) X Roof channel splice (CRP-5262)

J Roof step Y 3/8 x 1 in. flange bolt (S-7485)

K Intermediate eave angle (CTR-1183) Z 3/8 in. flange nut (S-9426)

30° Roof panel information (B)

Bin diameter (ft.) Part number Roof rib holes Rib length (in.) Number of panels

36 CTR-0386G115 12 218-1/8 36
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Installing the Roof Flashing
The roof flashing (E) will seal the area between the center collar (A) and the intermediate center
collar (H).

Before You Begin

Roof panels must be installed onto the intermediate center collar (H). The roof flashing (E) must be
positioned on top of the panels.

1. After the assembly of the roof panels onto the intermediate center collar (H), the top center collar (A)
and the roof flashing (E) should be positioned on top of the panels.

2. Position the roof flashing (E) seam over the reinforcement angle (X) seam to ensure correct
alignment.

NOTE: Improper positioning will result in holes and notches not aligning properly. The end of roof
flashing (E) must align with the splice in the intermediate center collar (H) to align properly
for the timing of tabs with the roof panels. Ensure to use flashing reinforcement angle (X) at
each flashing splice.

3. Apply caulking (D) to the center collar (A) where the roof flashing (E) will be placed.

4. Apply caulking (D) on each overlapping roof flashing (E).

5. Assemble the roof flashing pieces (E) together with the center collar (A), reinforcement angle (X)
and intermediate center collar (H) using 5/16 x 1 in. flange bolts (B) and 5/16 in. flange nuts (C).

Figure 8-6 Installing the roof flashing

A Center collar (CRP-4608) E Roof flashing (CRP-4684)

B 5/16 x 1 in. flange bolt with sealing washer (S-10260) H Intermediate center collar (CTR-0795)

C 5/16 in. flange nut (S-3611) X Reinforcement angle (CRP-6188)

D Caulking (S-4458)
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Installing the Peak Cap
1. To assemble slide rods (T) and peak cap (P), insert the straight end of the slide rod (T) through the

center collar (A) and thread one 5/16 in. flange nut (U) all the way down on the rod. Place the
slide (T) rod through the cap and put a washer (V) and 5/16 in. flange nut (U) on the outside.

NOTE: Do not tighten the flange nut (U).

2. Insert another rod through the peak cap (P), then place the washer (V) and 5/16 in. flange nut (U) on
the outside.

NOTE: Adjust and tighten nuts (U) on straight end of slide rod (T).

Figure 8-7 Installing the peak cap (Sectional view through center collar)

A Center collar (CRP-4608) R Peak cap handle (PR-331)

B Roof panel (CTR-0386G115) S Cap hold-down bracket (CRP-4689)

C Roof flashing (CRP-4608) T Slide rod (CRP-4606)

H Intermediate center collar (CRP-0795) U 5/16 in. flange nut (S-3611)

P Peak cap (CRP-4602) V Washer

Q Cap hold-down (CRP-4654)

3. After tightening, it may be necessary to spread the rods slightly to make them parallel. Maintain a
10 in. gap between the rods.
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Installing the Round Manway Cover
Installation of a manway cover is necessary if a manway hole is present.

1. Apply caulking to the underside of the moisture diverter (N) and install to the manway roof panel (L).

2. Install the hinge base (A) to the moisture diverter (N) and install three 5/16 x 1 in. flange bolts (K)
and 5/16 in. flange nuts (H).

3. Install the handle gasket (F) and the handle (E) to the manway cover (G) and secure with two
#10 x 5/8 in. long bolts (D) and #10 lock nuts (J).

4. Install the latch (I) to the handle (E) using a 5/16 x 1 in. flange bolt (C) and 5/16 in. flange nut (H).

5. Install the hinge leaf (B) to the manway cover (G) and secure all four 5/16 x 1 in. flange bolts (C) and
5/16 in. flange nuts (H). Install the manway assembly to the hinge base (A) and secure with two
5/16 x 1 in. flange bolts (K) and 5/16 in. flange nuts (H).

NOTE: When securing the hinge leaf (B) to the hinge base (A), double nut each 5/16 x 1 in. flange
bolt (K).

6. Tighten all the hardware. Refer to the Bolt Torque Specifications, page 36.

7. Affix suffocation/flighting decals (not shown) to the underside of the manway cover (G).

NOTE: Suffocation/flighting decals replacement part numbers: English, DC-GBC-1A and Spanish,
DC-GBC-1S.

8. Snap the manway seal strip (M) onto the lip of the manway hole.

9. Make the necessary adjustments to the handle (E) and latch (I), creating a tight seal.
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Figure 8-8 Installing the round manway cover

A Hinge base (ACD-4506) H 5/16 in. flange nut (S-3611)

B Hinge leaf (ACD-4505) I Latch (ACD-4514)

C
5/16 x 1 in. flange bolt with sealing
washer (S-10260) J #10-24 lock nut (S-2010)

D #10-24 x 5/8 in. long bolt (S-2009) K
5/16 x 1 in. flange bolt with sealing washer
(S-10260)

E Handle (ACD-4513) L Manway roof panel (CTR-0752G115)

F Handle gasket (CRP-5003) M Manway seal strip (CRP-4998)

G Manway cover (ACD-4504) N Moisture diverter (CRP-4999)
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Roof Ring Locations
Two support rings are standard for 36 ft. diameter bins.

IMPORTANT: Maximum weight to be supported and/or suspended from the roof is to be 6000 pounds
only.

To determine the location of the roof rings (C), start at the wide or eave of the roof panel (B) and count
each hole. Having counted up the required distance, as described in the Table 8-1, page 104, install the
appropriate brackets.

NOTE: Do not install roof step (A) at a roof ring (C) location.

NOTE: The last roof ring (C) pipe will need to be cut to length.

Figure 8-9 Roof ring locations

A Roof step C Roof ring

B Roof panel

Table 8-1 Roof ring locations

Bin diameter roof ring
location

Roof ring location from
eave end Roof ring color code Number of pipes per

ring

36 (T) 9th Hole Blue / White 4

36 (B) 5th Hole Gold 8
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Installing the Roof Ring
Quantity and part numbers of roof ring kits vary with the location placement and with the size of each bin.
The following procedure will be similar for each kit.

1. Determine the quantity of roof ring clips (C) needed for the roof ring section (B) being installed.

NOTE: Each roof panel rib must have a roof ring clip (C) installed.

2. Install a 5/16 x 1 in. flange bolt (A) to the roof ring clip (C) and install a sealing washer (E) to the
underside of the roof ring clip (C).

3. Slide each assembled roof ring clip (C) onto a roof ring section (B) and position each roof ring clip
(C) over each roof panel rib.

4. Install a 5/16 in. flange nut (D) to each roof ring clip (C).

NOTE: Do not tighten hardware until all roof ring sections (B) have been installed.

Figure 8-10 Installing the roof ring

A 5/16 in. x 1 in. flange bolt with sealing washer (S-10260) D 5/16 in. flange nut (S-3611)

B Roof ring section (CRP-5363-XX) 6 E Sealing washer (S-10303)

C Roof ring clip (R-997)

5. Locate a threaded stud (F) and install stud nuts (G) evenly and to the center of the threaded
stud (F).

6. Install the threaded stud (F) with stud nuts (G) to the end of the roof ring section (B).

NOTE: Install the threaded stud (F) to the side where the next roof ring section will be installed.

7. Repeat this process, installing each new roof ring section (B) end onto the preceding threaded stud
(F) just installed.
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8. When all roof ring sections (B) are installed, tighten each roof ring clip (B) to the recommended
torque specifications. See bolt torque specification.

9. Adjust each stud nut (G) outward, expanding each roof ring section (B). Continue this procedure
evenly until the roof ring raises the roof, showing a slight crown.

NOTE: Expansion bolts must be fully contracted when assembling support rings. When you have
completely assembled both rings, (but prior to expanding the bolts) tighten all roof bolts
including eave clip bolts. Now extend expansion bolts by running the nut out on the threads.
This procedure must be continued evenly around the roof until the ring raises the roof to
show a slight crown.

NOTE: Roof ring expansion bolts can become dislodged from the roof ring during the life of the bin
due to the influence of wind or other factors. If one expansion bolt is dislodged, the entire
ring will become ineffective. After expansion to the jam nuts final position, the nuts on the
expansion bolt must be secured to prevent this. This can be done by staking the expansion
bolt threads at the jam nut location, or using suitable thread locking compound or other
effective methods.

In addition, drilling holes through the support pipe and expansion bolt and connecting
together with a 1/4 in. diameter bolt is an effective way to prevent the bolt from dislodging
during certain wind and pressure conditions.

Figure 8-11 Exploded view of threaded stud

B Roof ring section (CRP-5363-XX) 7 G Stud nut (S-8926)

F Threaded stud (S-8765)
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Installing the Perforated Center Band
The perforated center band is used to avoid the grain flow over the inner levelling band while filling.

What You Should Know

The perforated center bands (B) do not attach to the leveling bands but hang from the roof panel on the
inside of the top inner leveling band.

1. Measure down (F) from the first hole in the roof panel ribs (E) and mark the location.

2. Field drill 3/8 in. diameter holes in the roof panel rib, equally spaced, for the top band clips (A).

3. Install the band clips (A) on the roof panels (E) with the 5/16 x 1 in. flange bolts (C) and 5/16 in. hex
nuts (D).

4. Install the perforated center bands (B) on the band clips (A) with the 5/16 x 1 in. flange bolts (C) and
5/16 in. hex nuts (D).

5. Connect the perforated center bands (B) together with the 5/16 x 1 in. flange bolts (C) and 5/16 in.
hex nuts (D).

Figure 8-12 Installing the perforated center band installation

A Band clip (TD-100107) D 5/16 in. hex nut (S-396)

B Perforated center band (TD-1SG226) E Roof panel

C 5/16 x 1 in. flange bolt with sealing washer (S-10260) F 30 in.
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9 Duct Installation
Topics Covered in this Chapter

▪ Installing the Fan Diffuser
▪ Installing the Top Elbow Duct Section
▪ Assembling the 44 in. Duct Section
▪ Assembling the 32 in. Expansion Section
▪ Assembling the Bottom Elbow Duct Section
▪ Typical Duct Assembly
▪ Fan/Heater Mounting
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Installing the Fan Diffuser
The diffusers are used to effectively distribute airflow evenly throughout the plenum.

1. Install the diffuser hangers (B) to the end slots of the top plate (A) with the 1/4 x 1 in. self-drilling
screws (C).

2. Center the top plate (A) under the C-channel in front of the fan opening.

3. Mark and drill four 3/8 in. diameter holes into the bottom flange of the C-channel using the diffuser
hangers as a guide.

4. Install the top plate (A) and diffuser hangers (B) to the C-channel using 5/16 x 1 in. flange bolts (D),
5/16 in. flat washer (E) and 5/16 in. hex nuts (F).

Figure 9-1 Installing the top plate

A Top plate (TD-100665) D 5/16 x 1 in. flange bolt with sealing washer (S-10260)

B Diffuser hanger (TD-100750) E 5/16 in. flat washer (S-845)

C 1/4 x 1 in. self-drilling screw (S-7229) F 5/16 in. hex nut (S-396)
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5. Attach the front plate (G) to the top plate (A) with four 1/4 x 1 in. self-drilling screws (C).

6. Attach the side brackets (H) to the front plate (G) with the angles facing outward.

7. Align two holes of the bracket on the peaks of corrugation and field drill holes in sidewall.

8. Install the side brackets (H) to the sidewall using 5/16 x 1 in. flange bolts (D), 5/16 in. flat washer (E)
and 5/16 in. hex nuts (F).

9. Place the side plates (I and J) on each side with the angle outward and install on the side
brackets (H) with six 1/4 x 1 in. self-drilling screws (C).

NOTE: The corner bolt will need to be removed through the side plate (I or J), side bracket (H) and
front plate (G).

Figure 9-2 Installing the fan diffuser

A Top plate (TD-100665) G Front plate (TD-100655)

C 1/4 x 1 in. screw (S-7229) H Side bracket (TD-100656)

D 5/16 x 1 in. flange bolt with sealing washer (S-10260) I Right side plate (TD-100663)

E 5/16 in. flat washer (S-845) J Left side plate (TD-100664)

F 5/16 in. hex nut (S-396)
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Installing the Top Elbow Duct Section
What You Should Know
Assemble the elbow duct section before installing to the fan entrance sheet assembly.

1. Install the left top elbow duct (C) and the right top elbow duct (D) to the upper elbow scroll duct (A)
using 5/16 x 3/4 in. flange bolts (E) and 5/16 in. flange nuts (F).

NOTE: Make sure the tabs on the upper elbow scroll duct (A) is on the outside.

2. Install the small upper scroll duct (B) to the left top elbow duct (C) and the right top elbow duct (D)
using 5/16 x 3/4 in. flange bolts (E) and 5/16 in. flange nuts (F).

3. Install the top elbow duct section to the fan entrance sheet (H) using 5/16 x 3/4 in. screws (G).

Figure 9-3 Installing the top elbow duct section

A Upper elbow scroll duct (TF-1742) E 5/16 x 3/4 in. flange bolt (S-6606)

B Small upper elbow scroll duct (TF-1744) F 5/16 in. flange nut (S-3611)

C Left elbow upper duct (TF-1738) G 5/16 x 3/4 in. screw (S-7221)

D Right elbow upper duct (TF-1739) H Fan entrance sheet
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Assembling the 44 in. Duct Section
The duct sections must be assembled separately and installed to the bin as it is being built.

1. Caulk the corners of the panels (A and B) and assemble all the four panels together using
5/16 x 3/4 in. flange bolts (C) and 5/16 in. flange nuts (D).

2. Install the duct mount brackets (E and F) to the duct assembly using 5/16 x 3/4 in. flange bolts (C)
and 5/16 in. flange nuts (D).

3. Install the stiffener mount brackets (G and H) to the duct mount brackets (E and F) using 3/8 x 1 in.
flange bolts (I) and 3/8 in. flange nuts (J).

4. Tighten all the hardware. Refer to the Bolt Torque Specifications, page 36.

5. Follow the same procedure to assemble the other duct sections.

Figure 9-4 Assembling the 44 in. duct section

A 44 in. duct section front panel (TD-101087) F Right duct mount bracket (TD-101096)

B 44 in. duct section side panel (TD-101089) G Left stiffener mount bracket8 (TD-101086)

C 5/16 x 3/4 in. flange bolt (S-6606) H Right stiffener mount bracket (TD-101085)

D 5/16 in. flange nut (S-3611) I 3/8 x 1 in. flange bolt (S-7485)

E Left duct mount bracket8 (TD-101097) J 3/8 in. flange nut (S-968)
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Assembling the 32 in. Expansion Section
The expansion section has two separate sections. The top expansion section slides over the bottom
expansion section.

1. Caulk the corners of the panels (A and B) and assemble all the four panels together using
5/16 x 3/4 in. flange bolts (C) and 5/16 in. flange nuts (D).

Figure 9-5 Assembling the top expansion section

A Front and back expansion panel (TF-1835) D 5/16 in. flange nut (S-3611)

B Left and right expansion panel (TF-1834) E Top expansion section

C 5/16 x 3/4 in. flange bolt (S-6606)
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2. Caulk the corners of the panels (F) and assemble all the four panels together with the 5/16 x 3/4 in.
truss head screws (G) and 5/16 in. flange nuts (D).

NOTE: Make sure that the flanges are overlapped to the outside.

3. Cut the bulb seal (H) to fit the length of the panel.

4. Install the bulb seal (H) on top of the bottom expansion section (J) prior to sliding in the top section.

NOTE: Make sure that the round half of the seal (H) is facing towards the outside.

Figure 9-6 Assembling the bottom expansion section

D 5/16 in. flange nut (S-3611) H Bulb seal

F 32 in. expansion bottom sides I Install bulb seal around the edges

G
5/16 x 3/4 in. truss head screw with
sealing washer (S-10267) J Bottom expansion section
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5. Slide the top expansion section (E) over the bottom expansion section (J).

Figure 9-7 Assembling the 32 in. expansion section

E Top expansion section J Bottom expansion section
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Assembling the Bottom Elbow Duct Section
The bottom elbow duct section installs to the expansion duct section.

1. Install the left base elbow duct (B) and the right base elbow duct (C) to the base elbow large
scroll (A) using 5/16 x 3/4 in. flange bolts (E) and 5/16 in. flange nuts (F).

NOTE: Make sure the base elbow large scroll (A) is installed so that the clean-out hole is in the
bottom.

2. Install the base elbow small scroll (D) to the top of left base elbow duct (B) and right base elbow
duct (C) using 5/16 x 3/4 in. flange bolts (E) and 5/16 in. flange nuts (F).

3. Install the C-channel bracket base elbow (G) to the bottom of left base elbow duct (B) and right base
elbow duct (C) using 5/16 x 3/4 in. flange bolts (E) and 5/16 in. flange nuts (F).

4. Install the base elbow entrance panel (H) on the outside of the left base elbow duct (B) and right
base elbow duct (C) using 5/16 x 3/4 in. flange bolts (E) and 5/16 in. flange nuts (F).

5. Install the clean-out plate (I) from the inside on the base elbow large scroll (A) using 5/16 x 3/4 in.
screws (J).

Figure 9-8 Assembling the bottom elbow duct section

A Base elbow large scroll (TF-1731) F 5/16 in. flange nut (S-3611)

B Left base elbow duct (TF-1729) G C-channel bracket base elbow (TF-1741)

C Right base elbow duct (TF-1730) H Base elbow entrance panel (TF-1745)

D Base elbow small scroll (TF-1733) I Clean-out plate (TF-1732)

E 5/16 x 3/4 in. flange bolt (S-6606) J 5/16 x 3/4 in. screw (S-7221)
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Typical Duct Assembly
The duct assembly sections are installed as the sidewall rings are installed.

1. Connect the sections of the 44 in. duct assemblies (A) with the flange stiffeners (B) in between the
duct section tabs, using bolts (C) and nuts (D).

Figure 9-9 Assembling the duct sections

A Top elbow section C Bolt

B Duct flange stiffener D Nut

NOTE: The flange stiffeners are used only between the 44 in. duct sections.
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2. Connect the top expansion section (E) to the duct section (A) using bolts (C) and nuts (D).

NOTE: Only the top expansion section (E) is installed to the duct section. The top expansion
section (E) slides over the bottom expansion section (G).

Figure 9-10 Assembling the expansion section to the duct section

A Duct section F Top elbow section

E Top expansion section
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3. Install the bottom elbow section (H) to the bottom expansion section (G).

Figure 9-11 Typical duct assembly

A 44 in. duct section G Bottom expansion section

E Top expansion section H Bottom elbow section

F Top elbow section
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Fan/Heater Mounting
1. Mount the TopDry fan/heater units (A) to the bottom elbow duct (B). Fan legs (D) must set on the

platform (E).

2. Mount the fan/heater to duct using the appropriate face plate (C).

Figure 9-12 Fan/Heater mounting

A TopDry fan/heater unit D Fan legs

B Bottom elbow duct E Platform

C Face plate
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10 Accessories
Topics Covered in this Chapter

▪ Assembling the TopDry Access Door
▪ Assembling the Access Door Platform
▪ Assembling the Cross Over Platform
▪ Door Placement
▪ Two Ring Door Installation Instructions

Assembling the TopDry Access Door
Follow the instructions to assemble the TopDry access door.

1. Install the top and bottom Z-frames (B) to the inside of the access door plate (A) using 5/16 x 3/4 in.
flange bolts (F) and 5/16 in. flange nuts (G).

NOTE: The first set of Z-frames (B and C) comes pre-assembled to the access door plate (A).

2. Install the side Z-frames (C) to the inside of the access door plate (A) using 5/16 x 3/4 in. flange
bolts (F) and 5/16 in. flange nuts (G).

3. Attach the top and bottom rear door catches (H) to the back of the Z-frames (B). Refer to the layout
and position the rear door catches (H) with the left most hole aligned with the center hole of the
access door plate (A).

4. Center the doors over the opening and attach the top access door (D) and inside access door (E) to
the Z-frames (B) using 5/16 x 3/4 in. flange bolts (F) and 5/16 in. flange nuts (G)

5. Secure the 5/16 x 3/4 in. flange bolts (F) to the doors with the 5/16 in. flat washers (I) and 5/16 in.
lock nuts (J).

NOTE: Do not overly tighten the lock nuts (J). This will allow the doors to move freely.

6. Attach the handles (K and L) to the access doors (D and E) using handle gasket (S), #10 x 5/8 in.
screws (M) and #10 hex nuts (N).

NOTE: The locking handles along with the hardware labeled “out”, go to the outside doors. The rear
handles have their own hardware package.

7. Attach the front door latches (O) to the front door handles (K) using 5/16 x 3/4 in. flange bolts (Q)
and 5/16 in. hex nuts (R). Adjust the front door latches (O) to catch the inside lip of the front
Z-frames (B).

8. Attach the rear door latches (P) to the rear door handles (L) using 5/16 x 3/4 in. flange bolts (Q) and
5/16 in. hex nuts (R). Adjust rear latches (P) to fit the slot in the top and bottom catches (H) attached
to the rear Z-frames (B).

9. Attach the assembled access door to the access door panel.
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Figure 10-1 Assembling the TopDry access door

A Access door plate (TD-100990) K Front door handle (D03-0512)

B Top and bottom Z-frame (TD-100991) L Rear door handle (ACD-4513)

C Side Z-frame (TD-100992) M #10 x 5/8 in. screw (S-2009)

D Top access door (TD-100993) N #10 hex nut (S-2010)

E Inside access door (TD-100994) O Front door latch (TD-101021)

F 5/16 x 3/4 in.flange bolt (S-6606) P Rear door latch (TD-101022)

G 5/16 in. flange nut (S-3611) Q 5/16 x 3/4 in. flange bolt (S-6606)

H Rear door catch (TD-101020) R 5/16 in. hex nut (S-396)

I 5/16 in. flat washer (S-845) S Handle gasket (CRP-5003)

J 5/16 in. lock nut (S-5220)

Assembling the Access Door Platform
Before assembly of any platform, read the entire instructions to assure proper placement and assembly.

1. Assemble the floor braces (B) to the platform support (A) using 5/16 x 3/4 in. truss head screws (M)
and 5/16 in. hex nuts (N).

NOTE: The floor braces (B) are installed on the third, seventh and eleventh holes of the platform
support (A).
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2. Install the assembled platform support (A) to the sidewall brace (C) and support brace (D) using
5/16 x 3/4 in. truss head screws (M) and 5/16 in. hex nuts (N).

3. Field drill sixteen 3/8 in. holes on the sidewall for each sidewall brace (C). Install the sidewall brace
(C) along with the platform support (A) to the sidewall using 5/16 x 1 in. flange bolts (L) and 5/16 in.
hex nuts (N).

4. Install the platform floor (E), platform floor splice (F) and the platform toe plates (G) to the platform
support (A) using 5/16 x 3/4 in. truss head screws (M) and 5/16 in. hex nuts (N).

5. Install the platform vertical angles (H) and handrails (I and J) on the platform support (A) using
5/16 x 3/4 in. truss head screws (M) and 5/16 in. hex nuts (N).

6. Install the handrail braces (K) to the platform vertical angles (H) and the sidewall using 5/16 x 1 in.
flange bolts (L) and 5/16 in. hex nuts (N).

Figure 10-2 Assembling the access door platform

A Platform support (TDP-5009) H Platform vertical angle (LS-371)

B Floor brace (TDP-5005) I 59 in. handrail (TDP-5000)

C Sidewall brace (TDP-5008) J 30 in. handrail (TDP-5002)

D Support brace (TDP-5007) K Handrail brace (TDP-5003)

E Platform floor (TDP-5006) L 5/16 x 1 in. flange bolt with sealing washer (S-10260)

F Platform floor splice (TDP-5010) M
5/16 x 3/4 in. truss head screw with sealing washer
(S-10267)

G Platform toe plate (TDP-5011) N 5/16 in. hex nut (S-396)
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Assembling the Cross Over Platform
The cross over platform assembly is used when stairs are installed.

1. Assemble the floor braces (B) to the platform support (A) using 5/16 x 3/4 in. truss head screws (J)
and 5/16 in. hex nuts (K).

2. Install the assembled platform support (A) to the sidewall brace (C) and support brace (D) using
5/16 x 3/4 in. truss head screws (J) and 5/16 in. hex nuts (K).

3. Field drill sixteen 3/8 in. holes on the sidewall for each sidewall brace (C). Install the sidewall brace
(C) along with the platform support (A) to the sidewall using 5/16 x 1 in. flange bolts (I) and 5/16 in.
hex nuts (K).

4. Install the platform floor (E) to the platform support (A) using 5/16 x 3/4 in. truss head screws (J) and
5/16 in. hex nuts (K).

5. Install the platform vertical angles (F) and handrails (G) on the platform support (A) using
5/16 x 3/4 in. truss head screws (J) and 5/16 in. hex nuts (K).

6. Install the handrail braces (H) to the platform vertical angles (F) and the sidewall using 5/16 x 1 in.
flange bolts (I) and 5/16 in. hex nuts (K).

Figure 10-3 Assembling the cross over platform

A Platform support (TDP-5009) G 27 in. handrail (TDP-5001)
B Floor brace (TDP-5004) H Handrail brace (TDP-5003)
C Sidewall brace (TDP-5008) I 5/16 x 1 in. flange bolt with sealing washer (S-10260)

D Support brace (TDP-5007) J
5/16 x 3/4 in. truss head screw with sealing washer
(S-10267)

E Platform floor (TDP-5006) K 5/16 in. hex nut (S-396)
F Platform vertical angle (LS-371)
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Door Placement
Standard two ring door can be used for bins with 13 rings and shorter heights.

Figure 10-4 Two ring door placement (Viewed from outside of the bin)

A First ring (from bottom of the bin) C Door assembly

B Second ring (from bottom of the bin)
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Two Ring Door Installation Instructions
Standard Two-ring door (WD-6242) to be used for bins with 3 to 9 ring heights.
Heavy Two-ring door (WD-6244) to be used for bins with 10 to 13 ring heights.

Before You Begin

Before starting to install, make sure the correct door has been received.

NOTE: Refer to PNEG-301 for detailed assembly instructions.

1. Remove the inner door panels (Q, R and S) and outer door cover (A) from the door assembly.

NOTE: Place the top of the door frame to the inside of the sidewall and the bottom of the door frame
to the outside of the sidewall. Therefore, depending upon the location and overlap, caulk will
be applied on either the inside or the outside of the door flanges.

2. Apply two rows of rope caulk around all four door flanges: On vertical flanges, one row of caulk
should be applied between the two vertical rows of bolts and the other row of caulk should be
applied between the door frame and the first row of vertical bolts. On the horizontal flanges, a row of
caulk should be applied on each side of the row of bolts.

3. Align the holes in the door frame with the holes in the sidewall opening. Insert a bolt at the four
corners of door frame and sidewall, but do not tighten until completing Step 4.

4. Re-install the inner door panels (Q, R and S) at original locations. Close latch bars (J) to lock panels
in place. Make sure that panels are fully seated over all bearing pins (O). Install the inner panel
hinge (H, I and J) assemblies as per illustration instructions with hinges.

NOTE: Do not distort door frame with use of alignment or drift punches - if necessary, drill or ream
holes to insert bolts in door frame. Now tighten frame bolts starting at center and working
toward top and bottom on each side.

5. Keep inner panels (Q, R and S) latched and loosen all bearing pin bolts. Re-tighten all bearing pin
bolts. This makes loading on pins uniform for easier operation of panels.

6. If some latch bars are loose or require excessive force to lock, loosen hex socket cap screws and
adjust in or out until latch bars operate smoothly. Check that the panels are fully seated over all
bearing pins.

7. Re-install outer door cover (A). Adjust outer door hinges (C) and latches (B) as required.

8. Assemble door hold back (V and W) as shown. Open door cover (A) until it approaches the bin wall.
Hook the retaining bracket over lower latch mount and position the door hold back bracket against
bin wall in a valley. Drill a 3/8 in. hole through the bin wall and bolt the door hold back bracket to the
bin. If needed, install the door hold back extension to door hold back bracket.
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NOTE: Use WD-6242 for bins with 3-9 ring heights.

Figure 10-5 Standard Two ring door
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Callout Part Number Description Quantity

A WD-039 Outer Door Cover 1

B WD-6283 Outer Cover Latch Bracket 2

C WD-225 Outer Cover Hinge Bracket 2

D WD-035 Door Cover Brace Section 4

E WD-6066 Outer Cover Hinge Base 2

F WD-6055 Bottom Inner Door Hinge 1

G WD-6056 Middle Inner Door Hinge 2

H WD-6054 Top Inner Door Hinge 1

I S-4380 Rubber Trim Seal Strip 2-1/4 in.

J WD-6039 Latch Bar 3

K WD-6037 Inner Panel Latch - Right Hand 3

L WD-6038 Inner Panel Latch - Left Hand 3

M WD-6040 Latch Bushing 6

N S-8648 1/2 in. x 1-1/2 in. Hex Socket Cap Screw 6

O WD-6079 Long Bearing Pin 38

P WD-6125 Inner Panel Reinforcing Angle 6

Q WD-6128 Bottom Inner Door Panel 1

R WD-6127 Middle Inner Door Panel 1

S WD-6126 Top Inner Door Panel 1

T WD-6028 Bottom Inner Door Port Hole Cover 1

U WD-6053 Inner Door Hinge Strap 6

V WD-1302 Door Hold Back Bracket 1

W WD-6110 Door Hold Back Extension 1

X WD-033 Door Retainer 3

Y Door Frame Assembly
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NOTE: Use WD-6244 for bins with 10-13 rings heights.

Figure 10-6 Heavy Two ring door
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Callout Part Number Description Quantity

A WD-039 Outer Door Cover 1

B WD-6283 Outer Cover Latch Bracket 2

C WD-225 Outer Cover Hinge Bracket 2

D WD-035 Door Cover Brace Section 4

E WD-6066 Outer Cover Hinge Base 2

F WD-6055 Bottom Inner Door Hinge 1

G WD-6056 Middle Inner Door Hinge 2

H WD-6054 Top Inner Door Hinge 1

I S-4380 Rubber Trim Seal Strip 2-1/4 in.

J WD-6039 Latch Bar 3

K WD-6037 Inner Panel Latch - Right Hand 3

L WD-6038 Inner Panel Latch - Left Hand 3

M WD-6040 Latch Bushing 6

N S-8648 1/2 in. x 1-1/2 in. Hex Socket Cap Screw 6

O WD-6079 Long Bearing Pin 38

P WD-6125 Inner Panel Reinforcing Angle 6

Q WD-6140 Bottom Inner Door Panel 1

R WD-6141 Middle Inner Door Panel 1

S WD-6139 Top Inner Door Panel 1

T WD-6028 Bottom Inner Door Port Hole Cover 1

U WD-6053 Inner Door Hinge Strap 6

V WD-1302 Door Hold Back Bracket 1

W WD-6110 Door Hold Back Extension 1

X WD-033 Door Retainer 3

Y WD-6147 Turnbuckle Latch Weldment 4

Z D32–003 Turnbuckle 5/8 in. x 9 in. 2

AA Special Heavy Door Frame Assembly
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Two-Ring Door Latch Assembly
1. Install outer door latch assembly (WD-6289) to the door frame lining up to the door latch mount (L)

with the 6th bolt from the top and door latch mount (K) with the 6th bolt from the bottom.

2. Install the door latch rod (M) to the door latch mount (F).

NOTE: If replacing old style latch, remove outer cover latch bracket and replace with outer door
latch rod mount (F).

Figure 10-7 Two ring door latch

Callout Part Number Description Quantity
A S-10185 5/16 x 1-1/2 in. Flange Bolt 4

B S-10268 5/16 in. Flange Nut 10

C S-4302 5/16 x 3/4 in. Truss Bolt 6
D S-10260 5/16 x 1 in. Flange Bolt with Sealing Washer 4

E S-7483 5/16 x 1-1/4 in. Flange Bolt 4

F WD-6283 Door Latch Rod Mount 2
G WD-6040 Latch Bushing 1

H WD-6039 Latch Bar 1
I WD-6278 Bottom Door Latch 1
J WD-6279 Top Door Latch 1

K WD-6280 Bottom Door Latch Mount 1
L WD-6281 Top Door Latch Mount 1

M WD-6282 Door Latch Rod 1
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Limited Warranty — N.A. Grain Products
The GSI Group, LLC. (“GSI”) warrants products which it manufactures, to be free of defects in materials and workmanship
under normal usage and conditions for a period of 12 months from the date of shipment (or, if shipped by vessel, 14
months from the date of arrival at the port of discharge). If, in GSI’s sole judgment, a product is found to have a defect in
materials and/or workmanship, GSI will, at its own option and expense, repair or replace the product or refund the
purchase price. This Limited Warranty is subject to extension and other terms as set forth below.

Warranty Enhancements: The warranty period for the following products is enhanced as shown below and is in
lieu of (and not in addition to) the above stated warranty period. (Warranty Period is from date of shipment.)

Product Warranty Period

Storage

Grain Bin Structural Design
▪ Sidewall, roof, doors, platforms and walkarounds
▪ Flooring (when installed using GSI specified floor support system for that floor)
▪ Hopper tanks (BFT, GHT, NCHT, and FCHT)

5 Years

Conditioning

Dryer Structural Design – (Tower, Portable and TopDry)
▪ Includes (frame, portable dryer screens, ladders, access doors and platforms) 5 Years

All other Dryer parts including:
▪ Electrical (controls, sensors, switches and internal wiring) 2 Years

All Non-PTO Driven Centrifugal and Axial Fans 3 Years

Bullseye Controllers 2 Years

Material
Handling

Bucket Elevators Structural Design 5 Years

Towers Structural Design 5 Years

Catwalks Structural Design 5 Years

Accessories (stairs, ladders and platforms) Structural Design 5 Years

Conditions and Limitations:
THERE ARE NOWARRANTIES THAT EXTEND BEYOND THE LIMITED WARRANTY DESCRIPTION SET FORTH
HEREIN; SPECIFICALLY, GSI DISCLAIMS ANYAND ALL OTHERWARRANTIES OFANY KIND, EXPRESS OR
IMPLIED, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A
PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR USE IN CONNECTION WITH: (I) ANY PRODUCT MANUFACTURED OR SOLD BY GSI,
OR (II) ANYADVICE, INSTRUCTION, RECOMMENDATION OR SUGGESTION PROVIDED BYAN AGENT,
REPRESENTATIVE OR EMPLOYEE OF GSI REGARDING OR RELATED TO THE CONFIGURATION, INSTALLATION,
LAYOUT, SUITABILITY FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, OR DESIGN OF SUCH PRODUCTS.

The sole and exclusive remedy for any claimant is set forth in this Limited Warranty and shall not exceed the amount paid
for the product purchased. This Warranty only covers the value of the warranted parts and equipment, and does not cover
labor charges for removing or installing defective parts, shipping charges with respect to such parts, any applicable sales
or other taxes, or any other charges or expenses not specified in this Warranty. GSI shall not be liable for any other direct,
indirect, incidental or consequential damages, including, without limitation, loss of anticipated profits or benefits. Expenses
incurred by or on behalf of a claimant without prior written authorization from the GSI warranty department shall not be
reimbursed. This warranty is not transferable and applies only to the original end-user. GSI shall have no obligation or
responsibility for any representations or warranties made by or on behalf of any dealer, agent or distributor. Prior to
installation, the end-user bears all responsibility to comply with federal, state and local codes which apply to the location
and installation of the products.

This Limited Warranty extends solely to products sold by GSI and does not cover any parts, components or materials used in conjunction with the
product, that are not sold by GSI. GSI assumes no responsibility for claims resulting from construction defects, unauthorized modifications,
corrosion or other cosmetic issues caused by storage, application or environmental conditions. Modifications to products not specifically
delineated in the manual accompanying the product at initial sale will void all warranties. This Limited Warranty shall not extend to products or
parts which have been damaged by negligent use, misuse, alteration, accident or which have been improperly/inadequately maintained.

Notice Procedure:
In order to make a valid warranty claim a written notice of the claim must be submitted, using the RMA form, within 60 days of discovery of a
warrantable nonconformance. The RMA form is found on the OneGSI portal.
Service Parts:
GSI warrants, subject to all other conditions described in this Warranty, Service Parts which it manufactures for a period of 12 months from the
date of purchase unless specified in Enhancements above.
(Limited Warranty - N.A. Grain Products_ revised 01 October 2020)
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This equipment shall be installed in accordance with
the current installation codes and applicable

regulationswhich should be carefully followed in all
cases. Authorities having jurisdiction should be

consulted before installations are made.
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